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THE PROBLEM AMD DEPIiflTIOM OP TBHMS USED
The nineteenth Centiiry saw the rise of a religious
moTement vSilch eatused sha3?p eonflict between different
scholars In th� broad streaia of Christianity. Typical of
this iHOveraent was th� acceptance of the results of higher
crlticisKi concerning th� Bible, The lines of conflict hair�
been drawn, with varying degrees of clarity, between th�
scholars Tidio accept these results and those scholars re*
J@et them. There have been extravagant elati� made by th�
proponents of both views, with th� result that th� vital
issues and valid arguments involved have been often ob
scured by a fog of sentiment and prejudice. This is well-
illustrated in the disputed interpretations of the Imprecatory
Psalnis �
I, THE PR0BL3M
Stateiaent of the problerr. . This study has been con
ducted with a two^fold purpose. First, It was th� object of
this study to apply the Liberal and Evangelical assumptions
in an objective exegesis of the Imprecatory Psalms. Through
this application of ass\a!!ptions, 'siiieh necessarily involved
the discarding of invalid conclusions. It is to be hoped
that any degree of morality and inspiration inherent in these
2p8alms may b# shown forth raor� clearly. Secondly, it was
the object of this study to make an objective exposition of
Liberal and Evangelical assiauptions and conclusions concern-
ing th� degree of morality and inspiration inherent in these
psalms �
Ij^ortanc� cj|f the study, fher� hav� been eonduct�d
a number of limited studies of th� Impreeatory Psaljus. How
ever, this study hm been don� only in conjunction with
other psalms. The*� studies have been deficient in two
ar�as. First, there has been a lack of depth in �:x:aMination�
The psalBis have not been studied as minutely as th� alleged
problems of morality and inspiration seem to warrant* Sec
ondly, and most important, these studies have lacked neces
sary objectivity. Both Liberal and Evangelical Christians
have att@]^t@d to prov� their particular beliefs, %�fo.ich has
resulted, in scsae instances, in an �xpositloa of personal
prejudices, fhere have been no notable effort� to �jcarain�
these psalms as a separat� unit, and upon their own laerits.
Rather, th� studies have been conducted from th� viewpoint
of particular philosophical assisaptions. In this study,
there has been an attempt to avoid these hindering philo
sophical presiippositions that th� psalms might be examined
objectively.
II. DEFitiiTiois OP mmm used
3
Inspiration of the Bible . For the purposes of this
study, the Fundamentalist belief in the verbal inspiration
of t3ie Bible will be rejected. Rather, the theory of plenary
inspiration of th� Bible will be propounded as th� Stangel
ical view. Inspiration coinmonly means a quichaijalng, an "in-
breaMilag,*' c<Maing originally frcm the Greek for th� "breath
ing of God."^ Plenary inspiration, as an interpretation of
this general meaning, gives th� meaning of an "�mbraeing
throughout (th� Scriptures) th� �lf��nts of superintendence,
�levation, and suggestion, in that manner and to that degree
that th� Bible beccaaes th� infallible Word of God, th�
authoritative rule of faith and practice in th� Church,"
Th� Liberal will generally reject even this definition of
inspiration, contending that th� Bible is th� product of th�
best Minds of th� Hebrew nation, co^iled throughout the
3
Iiaprecatory PsaliRs. Tiim& are those pealiM i(tiich
often �iTiploy expressions in the form of prayer or denuacia*
xl. Orton Wiley, Christian poetrin� (Ksnsas City,
^^issouriJ ilings Highway" 'Press , i9l|.0), p. 166,
^Wiley, Ibid,, Vol. I, p. 170.
%avid g, Hobsrts, and Henry �an Dusen, Ed., Liberal
Theology (Sew York: Charles Scribner^e Sons, 19l}.2 ) rs-p . ^2.k,
ktion, la which the judgments of God arc Imprecated upon the
wicked,^
Higher Critic isia. It is a process of scientific in
vestigation for the pijrpose of determining th� origin,
original form, and intended value of literary productions.
It is simply a process of study to determine certain truths
concerning literature. Thuts, higher criticism mst b&
viewed as distinct from the results obtained, and from lower
or textual critic ism. There is nothing basically antl*
rellcious in its intent, and it is a legitimate form of
study idien properly enployed.-'
III. PROCSDUHSS km LIMITATIONS OF THE STIDIT
In recognizing th� Reformation Theology as th� norra
for Protestant thought, one finds many different theological
positions both to th� left and th� right of the norm. One
also finds that there is a semantic as well as a theological
problem in differentiating between these positions. For the
piirposes of this study, consideration of the problem has b@@n
liiaited to those theological positions cos^only ioiown as Lib*
%aami�l Terrien, The Psalms (Hew York: Bobbs-Merrill
Gcmipany, Inc., 19^2), p. 1^>1.
C. Eiselen, The Christian View of th� Old Testa
ment (Hew Yorkj Methodlsf BooiC Concern, OT277"pT76,
saad Svang�lieel in relation to Reformation Theology,
lather than attempt to define these positions, an
entire chapter has been devoted to a consideration of their
characteristic principles and asstc-iptlons. In this way a
more cosiprehensive view of the j^^.eneral beliefs may be ob
tained.
There has been sm exteiination and comparison of these
beliefs in th� process of formulating th� analytical �xegesls.
Wh�r� there was contradiction between th� cone Itis Ions, an
attempt was mad� to select the most reasosabl� result. Th-uus,
phllosophicfd. assmr.ptions were discarded wh@n en examination
of th� aetual text &mm^ to contradict th� conclusion en
forced by th� assimiption. It is to be hoped that a valid
exegesis is the result.
Representative scholars w�r� selected to present both
th� Liberal mA Svasg�lical positions. The �zposition of th�
two positions was accomplished by both @�g@sis and formula
tion of conclusions. In the exposition of th� Liberal posi
tion by exegesis, docmentatlon was Included to set forth the
differing school of thought, However, the Evangelical �xegesis
is not docmented. Rather, the documented eonclusions ar�
those given by those scholars whos� thou^it is represented in
th� #^�g@sis. It will b� noticed that in these Evsffigellcal
conclUBlons there are documented statements by men ibfeo would
call themselves Liberal�, Kals was don� advisedly, for th�
6statements were the finest expression of the t-vang�lical
position in that area, despite the fact that they were made
by Liberals.
The text used in this study has been the teerican
Standard Version. In following the study, it would be ad*
visable to consutlt this for those portions of Scripture
%diich limitation of space has caused to be omitted.
Finally, it will be noticed that the Psalms have
been studied in the baekgrowid of the entire Old Testament
durlag ttoe forsmlation of the analytical exegesis. This
expanded study was proeeipted by th� belief that to understand
morality, th�re mxmt also be an understanding of th� life
situation iiihich shaped that aorality*
CHAPTER II
THS BASIC CONSERVATIVE AMD LIBERAL ASSUMPTIOlfS
Every systera of thought or belief contains cex'tain
foundational aasmptions . In no instance is this raor� true
than in the dispute between the Evangelicals and the Liberals,
These a priori assumptions may be categorized la six distinct
but related areas s 1) That i�ftiich constitutes the seat of
authority} 2) Th� attitude toward th� Bible | 3) Th� treatment
of problems In th� Bible j I4.) The WeIt�nschaaung; � or world-
view? 5) method of study �f th� Bibl�| 6) That vtilch is
regardewi as the key to th� Scriptures. A brief survey of
the assimptions of the Liberals and Svangelieals will show
th� fundamental differences in thes� six areas.
Liberal assi^mptions. The Liberal rejects th� ad-
Jectlv� authority of th� Bibl�^ pr�f�rrlng reason to
revelation. Even Liberals admit that "Llberallsra has suf
fered fr^ a serious unintentional lapse froia th� best
Liberal principles; th� tendency to interpret reason and ex-
�1
perlenee as a substitute for Christian Revelation." Many
Liberals have realized th� need for a closer cooperation
�^�Walter Marshall Horton, Liberal Isffi, Old and Hew
(Sweet Briar College, 19$2), p. I5^i^
'
8
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between faith and reason*
In substituting reason for Revelation, th� Liberal
has naturally fonmilated a skeptical attitude toward th�
basic Integrity of th� Bibl� The basic integrity of th�
Bible is unimportant to him, for:
EAoh successive generation gala� new and better
knowledge of th� world and oiar place in it. And
any cr�ed that is baaed upon reason rather tnan up*
on sacrosanct authority will be grateful for what
ever th� new knowledge may put at its disposal. 3
Believing that there la no need to maintain the
basic integrity of the Bible, the Liberal finds much in
the Bible %diich Is no longer valid. The problems of th�
Bible are treated in jsuch different fashion than by th�
Evangelical, for th� Liberal finds no literal value in th�
Scriptures.
Priiaitive ideas of Clod were followed by hi^er
ideas, and therefor� th� priiaitive ideas are no
longer valid for us. �� may therefor� �jcpect to
find a great deal in the Old Testament which is
in no sense normative for our faith or praetic�,
sine� it belongs to th� transcended pmtmh
On� of th� outmoded concepts in both th� Old and lew
Testament is th� heavy emphasis upon th� supernatiiral,
HaturalisK is th� key to the world-view of th� Liberal. To
^Horton, Ibid., p. 2i|..
^Roberts and Van Dus�n, p. 160.
H. Rowley, The Growth of th� Old Teetai-.ient (London,
England: Hutchinson's 1^v�rsii;y,T9WT, pp.TJ^..
9Mm, the T�diole supernatural element of historical Christi
anity has become Indefensible for modern man,^
In discarding the supernatural element of Christian
ity, the Liberal has sought for a new interpretation of the
Bible, This interpretation undertakes a reconstruction of
th� Bible, based upon literary, historical, and critical
studies, in conjunction with reason* Basic to this study
ar� fotir assuHiptions ,^ The first of thes� assumptions is
that the Bibl� is to be judged by pxu'ely literary standards,
in coinmon with other literature, Th� second assumption
claims that the books of the Bible are separate productions,
and must ba studied as distinct units. This necessarily
precludes the possibility of explaining the Cleaning of a
passage in on� book by a correlated statement in another
book. The third point upon which th� Liberal bases his
study of the Bible concerns the relation of the nature^, and
the supernatural, Will� few would deny the Divine influence
upon the soul, there ar� many i&io dispute the reality of the
miraculous �l�K�nt in the Bible. The practical effect of
this Is to der^ th� iismanenc� of God, except as taught by
-*Edwin Lewis. A Christian Manifesto (New York:
Ablngdom Press, 1934)7 p. 79.
^C. W. Rlshell, The Higher Grit ic ism (New York:
Eaton and Mains, I896), p. 3^,
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inference In the Bible. Others would admit th� reality of
lalracles, but reserve th� right to judg� eoncemlng th�
trustiforthihess in each case. The final principle of study
proposes that th� Bible is th� product of an evolutionary
process. Liberalism holds that th� principle of develojHRent
is the only means whereby the Bible may b� interpreted.
Thus, contemporary culture becomes th� key to the
Scriptures. It is felt that the perennial task of Christian
LiberalisEi in every generation is to find out what is the
most relevant to th� existing condition of mankind, and most
consistent with truth in other fields, accomplishing this
through a sifting process ."^ "It is th� essential genius of
Liberalise to fit its messag� to the time in which it
lives. ''^
It is seen, then, that the Liberal believes that the
only authority is reasonj^ which causes him to be skeptical
in his attitude toward the Bible. This skepticism leads
him to solve th� problems of th� Bibl� on an evolutionary
fraisework, and derives a naturalistic world-view tTom th�
Scriptxirss . Th� Bible is studied through the us� of philo
sophic principles of reconstruction. Conteiriporary culture
Horton, 0�, cit., p. ?,
Ibid. , p, 6.
11
beccffiies th� key to th� scriptures.
These are general points of agreeigent aaong Liberals.
However, ther� ar� two outstanding schools of thought vftiieh
diffor in their interpretation of thes� basic assumptions.
Thes� two schools ar� called th� Hegelians and th� Porm-
critics.
The H�g�lian school uses prlncipl�� proposed by G. W, F,
Hegel, th� rcost influential philosophical Idealist of the Wine-
teenth Century. It is a dialectleal system, proposing a
thesis, antithesis, synthesis Riethod by \ih.leh thou^t evolves
into concrete reality.*^ Tims, a primitive culture with an-
thropoEiorphle Ideas and an imoral or a moral systen, charged
emotionally with superstition moves forward by thesis, anti
thesis, and synthesis to a more advanced stage of civiliza
tion. The end result of this process Is a sophisticated
culture with abstract ideas and a moral systera, holding
rational doctrines. Hegelian� f�@l that Israel started out
as a prlKltive society or culture, with all th� accompanying
cultural characteristics. Throu^ cultural evolution and
contacts with th� other nation�, Israel moved forward to a
Kjore sophlstieated etiltur� and hi^�r religious lif�.-^^ By
^Herbert Livingston, ^'Syllabus for Old Testament Course
7" (Witoore, ly.: Asb\iry Seminary), p. 11. {J^iiTieographed. )
^^Ibid.. p. 13.
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assigning references in the Psalms to certain perious,
dating is zttade possible. These references also make pos
sible the identification of the author, th� orig^in and
original content of the psalm, and that which has been added
to th� psalm. Included in these references ar� statements
concerning th� conception of God, contemporary morality, be
liefs concerning angels, demons, hell, th� after-life, and
th� supernatural in general. Although this destroys v&iB.t
sseias to be th� basic intogrity of the Bibl�, and in effect
d@ni�s the Inspiration of ^� Bible, th� Hegelian feels that
this is a small prlc� to pay for th� better understanding h�
feels is attained.
This attitude toward th� reconstruction of th� Bibl�
is also eharaet�rlstic of th� Form-critic, although h� uses
different methods. The aim of the Form-critic is to analyze
the literary fosnms used by peoples to express their beliefs.
Th� written forms were valid clues in determining oral
11
forsis. This assuMes that an undercurrent of b@li�f and
fancy in the culture is the fountain-head of theology.
HerBiann Gunkel was the originator of this method, and
although his booto have not been published in English, there
is adequate material written by his followers to make a fair
estimate of the school. Using Genesis as his laboratory,
Ibid., p, 10*
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Gun^l tried to find the specific life situation for each
literary forro or type. Applying this method next to th�
Psalias, Gunkel concludod that the uniqueness of th� Old
Tostament lies in th� fact that it is th� product of Israelis
collsctiv� geniujs, rather than Individual authorship, Th�
procedure used was to first collect existing variants of
tradition. These were then arranged in a ainpl� to cosiplex
pattern. It was then ra�r�ly a matter of course to recon-
struct the original fom of the tradition.
Another important factor in fon-'i-crlticlsis is th�
search for th� Setz iia Xteben, or th� situation In life be
hind the literary form.-^^ It was found that the Psaljns were
closely related to ritual worship and priestly activity. In
dating th� Psalms, th� forE-critics generally assigned them
to pre-exillc origins. However, dating was don� only in a
general way. The i^ol� school is based upon evolutionary
assumptions, which naturally affects th� methods of dating.
gyanr.elical aasstaaptlons � The Conservative holds that
1^� Bibl� is th� objective authority by which all men must
live. "The Bibl� is primarily a binding authority�a Divln�
re^ula�upon the whole way of lif�."*^^ The Bibl� is authorl-*
i^John Paterson, Th� Praises of Israel (New York?
Charles Scrltaier's Sons, 1950), p. 1^�
B. Kuhn, mBit is avang^elical Ghristiimity? (Ft.
Wayne^ Indiana? First Missionary Cktiroh, 1953 )V P� 56.
Ik
tatlve because it is Divinely inspired. The authority of
God comes to man through the Scriptures, and this Idea of
th� Bible is founded upon its inspiration by God,'^^ The
Evangelical does not feel that this inspiration is sua ir
rational thing.
It is fundamental to the Protestant view that
the Spirit in th� Scripture appeals to th� Spirit
In th� Christian, and th� Spirit in the Christian
not being irrational distinguishes between th�
r�ligious value of Paul's request for his cloak
and his prais� of love. 15
The inspiration of th� Scripture is in its
fullness of th� lif� of God, not absolute full
ness at any one tlrae, but relative fullness
according to circiimstances, preparation, civili
zation, and pedagogical tact and nec�ssity.lo
It Is h�ld that th� Bibl� Is Inspired because th�
Bibl� has a peculiar inward vitality, a power to convince
Kian that it is God spea.klng, and th� marks of a supernatural
charact�r in its production that clears from th� mind any
reasonable doubt that th� Scriptures are an authoritative
message to man,"^^
This authoritative isessag� to man is understood only
as one knows Christ. -'The Bible la th� Word of God because
�^^John Paullmer, Modemlsra and th� Christian Fajth
(Mew York: Methodist Book Conc�rn7TL921 ) , p. 20.
^^Ibid., p. 10.
^^Ibid . , p . i|,l ,
^"^Kuhn, o�. cit., pp, 53-5i|-.
1^
it has Christ in its o�nt�r, and H� is th� Lord of th�
Scripttares,"-^-^' Just as th� sun is th� soxirc� of th� light
of th� moon, so Christ is th� Light wiiich is reflected frcan
th� pages of th� Bibl�, **Th� tr\i� Word of God is Jssus, and
the Bible is the Word of God becaus� it testifies of Him.'*'^^
Because Evangelicals accept th� necessary supernatural
implioations of th� inspiration of the Bible, they find it
possible to hold a supernatural world-view. To th� Evangel
ical, ther� is a thre� -story world, as pictur�d in th� Bible,
OA
This consists of th� earth. Heaven and H�11,'^^
Th� rsdeeining facts upon which the Christian
hope is based w�re things done by the Lord Jesus
Christ, and those facts involve the �ntranc� into
the course of this world of the creative power
of God} in other words, they involv� th� super
natural,21
Th3^ eicphasls upon the supemattiral affects th�
Interpretation of th� Bibl� by the 15vang� Ileal. H� uses
wither all�gorie or esrmonic laethods to interpret th�
Scriptures ? H� also is concerned with harmonlging th�
th� problms, in ord@r that his beliefs concerning th�
^^Faulkner, og. cit > , p. Ii.8.
^^Ibid.
^^AsKjs Blnney and Daniel Steel, Theolop;ical Cornpend
(Hew York! Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1902), pp. Il4^^-li|7.
^^J. Greshaia Hachen, ..hat is Christianity? (Grand
Raoids, ilichiganj ^erdmans Publishing Cosnpany, 19^1) � p. 2$7
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Scriptiires lalght rsmaln inviolate, The basic integrity of
the Bibl� is important to th� Evangelical, and he therefore
defends it* Based as the Svangslical belief is upon th�
authority of th� Bible, it is natural that they woiild b�
polemic in their attitude toward it, Machen, although
designating himself a Pundamantallst, expresses the Evangel
ical point of view irfeen ho says, "A Ohristianity that avoids
argument is not tho Christianity of th� Ifew Testament.
It is seen then that the Conservative accepts th�
Bibl� as authoritative, is polemic In his attitude, tries
to harsBonize the problems of th� Bibl� through allegorical
and serjsonic interpretations, and holds a supernatural
world-view, believing as he does that Christ is th� key to
the Scriptures .
In applying his basic ass^i^tions to th� Imprecatory
Psalms, the Evangelical tries to defend th�ir morality and
maintain their Inspiration. H@ feels that they are units In
themselves, written by on� author. While Evangelicals do
not reject higher criticism as such, they reject many of th�
results obtained through this type of study foellng that
they ar� colored with philosophical assiamptlona . The tra
ditional viewpoint is assumed, until it can be shown that
the text itself would prov� tradition wrong.
Ibid., p. 127.
OIUmR III
AH ANALYTICAL iSXSGESIS OP THE PSAL!!S
Psalra Thlrty-f Ive,
The View of God. The Psalm opens with an anthro
pomorphic conception of God as a warrior. Althoxi^ doubt
less this figure comes from the traditional concepts of God
forEailated during th� Exodus, those who believe that David
is th� psalmist feel that this idea also arose frora the
daily mod� of lif� and thought of Israel's great warrior-
king. Iflfhatever the interpretation of th� origin of this
figure, ther� is nothing basically unedifying about it.
It is th� natural result of the psaliaist*s emphasis upon
the lumanenc� of God.
This inasanenoe may be traced throughout the �ntir�
Psal�. An exasipl� of this is seen In vers� 22. '^Thou hast
seen It, 0 Jehovah; keep not silence: 0 Lord, be not far
from 15�.'* Th� iMaanenc� of God is the key to this entire
Psalm.
Beoaus� God is not totally transc@ndant. He is abl�
to give the assurance desired in vers� 3� 1^ God wer� not
able to hear and aid, th� prayers would b� polntl�ss.
Jehovah has pleasure in th� prosperity of His servanto, said
is pleased by preise� (vs. 27). Coi^wer, the euiphasis upon
th� nearness of God does not detract from the reality of His
18
power �
God is conceived of as being fully capable of protect
ing the souls of his servants {vs# 1?). The all-sufficiency
of God is seen in verse 10, "Who is like unto Thee?" It is
against the bacl^ground of this great power that God Is
further pictured as a divine J idge,
Jehovah is not & capricious "Oriental Potentate," as
some feel the Old Testament depicts Him. Rather, He is an
ethical God. His judging is according to rl^teousness (vs.
Zk) ' He is interested in justice (vs. 23) ^^Siich ts an im
portant concept in the interpretation of this and^th� other
ImprecatoiTr Psalms.
The View of the Cnemies . In any description of these
men, it mast be remembered that a subjective viewpoint is
employed by the psalrslst. Despite the allowances i�ftiich mxst
then be made, these enemies emerge as totally isffiioral. They
are only destructive and malicious (vs. ?)� They have per
jured th^aselves in active Ingratitude (vss, 11, 22). When
th� psalmist fell Into adversity, they took cowardly ad
vantage of it to come against him in company, rejoicing at
his misfortune (vss. 1^, 16). The en^Aes are profane men,
in the continual practice of violent deeds (vss, 1$* 16).
This was no mer� persecution of the psalmist, but total war,
bent upon destruction (vs. 17), Their attacks wer� upon th�
p�ac�ful people of the limd, as well as upon th� psalmist
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(vs. 20). In their pride, these men would boast that they
had caused th� downfall of th� psalmist (vss. 19, 21, 2$),
and then rejoice over the destruction of one whom they have
no caus� to hat� (vs. 19).
The Psalmist. la th� consideration of the descrip
tion of th� psalmist, it must b� born� in mind that this is
his testimony about himself. In effect, h� is his own
character witness. However, this mxBt not be allowed to im
peach his witn�s8, for h� is giving his testimony, not to
man, but to a righteous Judge, and asking for that justice
i^ieh is due unto him (vss. 2i|., 2$),
In th� light of this consideration. It is seen that
th� psalmist is on� v&xo �njoys a close relationship with
God, but d�sir�s assurance (vss. 1-3 )� Praise comes
naturally to his lips, aund his trust Is in Ood (vss. 9, 10).
In his dealings with his fellow-men, this man was no cold,
harsh legalist. His was not a cloistered virtue, but h� had
expressed a costly ccaapassion toward the affliction of those
were now his en@mle� (vss. 12-11;).
Ther� ar� different indications as to th� identity of
this man. Despite the reference to the people of th� land
In vers� 20, th� g�n�ral us� of th� singular leads on� to
conclud� that this is an individual speaking for himself.
This is evidently a prcasinent example of the battle between
right and wrong, with th� righteous of th� nation (vs. 20�
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"those at peace in the land'*) looking to hiia as a "test-
case," ih� Jewish Psalt�r gives this Psalm as a cry of
dis trass frc�ai David when h� was being hunted by Saul, Ther�
is nothing in th� Psalm which would disprove this ancient
tradition. Rather, the circumstances and th� above inter
pretation would seem to support this claim.
Certain resemblances have be@n noted with th� lan
guage in the Book of JeremlaJi In t^ieh th� prophet also
ories out in his affliction. Like clreumstanees may w�ll
accoimt for th� similarity, or th� prophet may have been
well-acquainted with the Psalm and used its expressions tn
his dilemma�.
The Imprecations . Th@r@ Is a continuation of David*s
pictiare of a �arrior-God driving back an enemy ar�iy in full
rout (vss, i^-6). Notice that ther� is not a request for
their lives, not that they even be harmed physically, Th�
key to this metaphor is ^confounding." In the final im
precation, (vs, 26) physical harm is not sought* Rather,
complete shame, humiliation and confotiading is once again
th� prayer*
These imprecations are not baseless, for thes�
enemias have attacked him without cause, that they might
take his soul by treachery (vs, ?)� Vtotl� th� Imprecations
center about hi� own troubles, thei'� is also present a sense
of corporate responsibility (vss, 20, 27). Despite the
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character of the foes, David does not multiply their punish
ment In his prayer, but merely asks that they be repaid by
God for their sins.
Psalm Fifty-five .
The yiew of God. Once again, ther� are anthropo*
morphic references to th� "ear" of God, and to God "hiding,"
However, thes� references do not show a necessarily inferior
conception of God, for even today it is cossnon practice to
speak of God "touching" on� who is ill, and healing him.
The basic premise of this Psalm is that God will hear the
prayers of th� righteous, and will punish th� wicked (vss.
16, 23).
God^s power Is sufficient to destroy the wicked, for
He has saved the psalmist in th� past (vs. l8). This saving
limanence continues to operate, even as God has saved from
eternity (vs. 19, cf. 90:2, 93 Vers� 1 gives "Blohim,"
the Supermundane One, but verse 16 refers to God as "Th�
One ^dio Is savingly immanent in history." God is pictured
as a Burden-bearer, a Sustainer, On� *&o stablizes th� way
of the righteous (vs, 22).
Thus, the �ntir� Psalm shows a picture of a righteous
God who supports those 'i&io serve Him in righteousness, and
who sets his face against the wicked, Kell and Delitzsch
bring out the significant contrast between the names of God
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used her�,''-
Th� 'ilneales . Thes� men are blood-thirsty vrorkers of
iniquity {vs. 2). As one reads this Psalro, the first de
scription of th� enemies of the psalmist gives th� typical
picture of a bully. They are angry, oppressive men, in
timidating with their words (vs. 3), However, the next
description is a picture of a warmonger In th� fullest and
worst sens� of that word. They are violent, warlike, and
continually causing Iniquity to flourish. They ar� fraud
ulent men, and oppress to that extent 'feftiich they feel is
saf� (vss. 9-11) � The v�ry nature of these men was wick
edness, or, as the E�br@w gives, "wickedness was in their
inward parts." They had been wicked so long that their
houses wer� filled with evil (vs. 1^).
Th� description of th� �nemies shifts suddenly from
th� wicked in general, and centers upon one rran.j evidently
th� leader. This leader is one who had b�@n a close frlond
of th� psalmist, on� who had given counsel, and ^^o was con
sidered by the psalr:lst to b� his equal. Despite th� fact
that thes� men had shared the sacred intimacy of worship,
this man has tum�d upon th� psalxaist to destroy him (vss.
�^�Franz Delltzseh, GoBgiientary on the Old Testament,
The Ps alms , Vol. Ill, (Grand Rapids, ''ichigan: Eerdmsais
Publishing Company, 19k9) > p. i|20.
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20, 21), Th� crowning treachery was that tats enemy had
profaned his covenant (vs� 20), Th� full rellr^lous slgnlfl-
canc� of this Is seen In Niambers 30*2. A covenant was tri
angular oath, between thes� two men and God, and was completely
binding. When this fonner friend broke th� covenant, h� sin
ned not only against the psalmist, but also against God,
Th� picture of his enemies given by th� psalmist is
dark. It is clear that he considered them to be wicked and
immoral, led by on� had treacheously sinned against both
his own person and th� honor of God,
The Psalmist, Her� is a man i�feo is deeply troubled
in spirit, on� restless and suffering (vs, 2), E� is fear
ful for his life, and overidielmed with horror (vss. h,s 5)�
If it wer� possibl�, th� psalmist would fie� the city, but
Instead he turns to God in prayer (vss* 6-9). The morality
of that prayer will be considered below. This decision shows
th� #ss�ntlally peaceful and trusting nature of th� psalmist.
The psalmist Is a man of prayer (vs. 17) and has received th�
blessings of God in close eoMunlon in days gon� by (vs, 18).
It seem significant that th� psalmist seems to r�a�h th�
climax of th� Psalm after th� imprecations, and trusts fully
in God's ability and righteous willingness to deal with the
enemy (vss. 22, 23), Th� key Psalm ends with a note of
trust and resignation.
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Tha Psalm gives llttl� In tho way of a concrete situa
tion which would identify the psalmist. According to tradi
tion, the Psalm is connected with Absolom's rebellion, and
the treacherous leader is identified as Ahitoj^el in the
Targum and the Ethics of the Fathers , Thla must necessarily
have been written during the time before David was forced to
flee the city, for her� th� psalmist merely seeks to escape.
The fact that th� psalBiist, did not fie� when h� saw tho
op�n conspiracy indicates that it might hav� been David, for
h� would have hesitated to relinquish authority, restrained
liy a sens� of Divine QosmtsBton as King, The gsntl� spirit
of the psalmist is in accord with th� well-known g�ntl�ness
of David.
Th� Imprecations, Thes� imprecations plainly ask for
th� death and daianation of thoe� who ar� against the psalralst
(vss. 9, !$)� Vers� 1$ is a reference to Hiambers 16!30� 33*
where the rebellious followers of Sorah wer� swallowed up by
an earthquake. It is noteworthy, however, that after each
of these imprecations ther� is given a reason, of justlfica*-
tion for th� curse. This curs� centers in th� character of
th� men t^o oppos� David, and is not contrary to th� law of
the times, th� Law i&ich Moses gives both in Exodus and
D�uteronomy. Th�r� seems to be no atonement given in the
various offerings for those men ^o willfully sin against
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J�h�vafe, th�s@ enemies ar� characterized. Morality is
not relative, �xeept as Ood change� th� standards of morality
by a fui'ther revelation of His will. Since Christ is th�
full revelation of God's will and natvir�, modern morality
must b� of a higher order than that of David. However,
David �s morality was �thlcally as perfect as Is ours, for
his \idiol� prayer was in accord with the Law of Moses,
There is primarily a lament form in this Psalm, as
evidenced by the spirit i^ieh is shown by David, He is not
vindictive, but troubled, and ends his lament with faith In
God. He neither limits th� time of retribution, nor asks to
have anything but Jehovah for sustenance and strength.
Those imprecations iifolch h� does utter ar� in accordance
with th� Mosaic Law, and ar� caused by his lament. They ar�
not to b� fulfilled by human agency, but by Jehovalri's av#ng�>
Ing righteousness.
Psalm Fifty-nino ,
Th� View of God. To th� Hebrew mind, God was a very
r@al and concrete person. Here is seen an example of this
concrete @onception of God, K� is conceived of as a high-
plae� (vs, 1), and a hi^ tower (vss. 9, 16, 17 )� R�fer�n��
is also mad� to Him as a refug� In th� day of distress (vs.
16), This r�fl�etB th� contemporary fortresses of th� day,
and the belief that J�hovah would b� th�ir protection, rather
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than stronc;hold.
Once ap^aln, the iKsnanenc� of God is brought fortii, for
man can enter into close personal relationships with Hlra
(vss, 1, , The psalmist prom.ises to praise God, and feels
confident that this will pleas� Him (vs, 16), Despite the
immanence of God, there is also seen the great relght of
Jehovah,
God's power is sufficient (vs, 8), and He can laugh
at th� efforts of the wicked to overthrow the righteous (vs,
8), for He is the God of ^losts, over all nations (vss, 13,
5), This Divine strength is to those who have entered into
relationship with Elm (vs, 17),
It is significant that th� psalmist not only portrays!
God as being almij^ty, but also charaeterizos Hlrc as showing
lovingklndness , The people of th� heathen nations not only
believed that their gods wer� rulers over them in their
nations, but also feared thes� rulers* The concept of a God
of divln� lov� and mercy was entirely unique with Hebrew
Smople. However, the psalmist recognized that God was not
only lovinglcindness and rcsrcy, but also a God of justice.
(Compare Psalm thirty-five.)
It was to this Justice that appeal was mad� (vs. 5)�
The prayer of vers� 12 is a prayer for the ptmishiaent of sin
ners, of which more will b� said below.
To this psalralst, God was a powerfully saving, immanent
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Beiri^v, �rtered Into relationships with those iMo would
serve Kin. To His servants, God showed mercy and lovlngkind*-
ness, but was forced by Divine jtistlce to punish th� wi�k�d.
The View of the ^.neinieh , The psalmist ODens th�
prayer with a supplication for aid from God against his
�n�mi�s, and then proceeds to detail their Viickedness. They
ar� blood-thirsty workers of iniquity (vs. 2). Thes� enemies
are mighty, and would seek David's very lif� (which is a
better translation than "soul") by joining forces in a con
spiracy (vs. 3). In a graphic metaphor, th� @n�ml�9 ar�
described as a pack of pariah dogs, ooiaroon to all oriental
cities, who are mild and cOwa2*dly in the day, but dangerous
in the dark of night. Evidently thes� m@n had hated th�
psalmist from afar, and now in th� night of his adversity
sought to kill him (vs. 6). H�r� is an example of practical
atheisr;, for these men b�li�V8 that if th�re is a God, H�
will not hasr their evil words (vs. 7)� They ar� proud men,
sinning by their curses and lies. It is felt by some that
thes� "curses" are magical formula� used against the psalmist,
but th� Hebrew does not support this vl�w. Literally, it
Should be rendered, "the word of their lips (is) th� sin of
their mouth," ^ich may b� paraphrased, "their mouth sins by
each word of their lips," Thus, th� curses and lies are not
magical in content, but rather blasphemous. Th� enemies re
fuse to recogniz;� the power of the God of Jacob (vs, 13),
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Th9s� envies, in conanon wit^b the wicked of th� other
im:orecatory Psalms, are seen to bo immoral raon^ harming
society by anbi-social actions ^ and denying the very oower
of God. They are nxsmerous, and God alone is sufficient to
deal with their hatred.
The Psalmist. It has been seen that the God to whom
th� psalralst is praying is merciful but just. In the face
of this belief, th� psalmist dares to pray for God^s aid.
The implication thus is clear that th� psalmist believes him
self to be righteous. It has been seen that the psalmist has
a belief in a personal relationship with God, so he would know
if this relationship wer� broken by sin. Thus, a consider
ation of th� morality of the psalmist drives us to believe
that h� either is a ri|r^teous man as he clalBis, or that he is
an arrant liar claiming; a false relationship with God,
If h� wer� lying about his ri�:hteousn�ss, it seems
hardly logical that he would express himself as utterly de
pendent upon C-od for his aid (vss. 16>-17) and inako no person
al threats against th� enemies, H� rises to a higli point at
th� @nd of the Psalr-., when his faith touches God, and he is
assured that God will help. For that reason, he states that
his �nemies may �xpress their hatred in any manner they wishj,
but that nothing will disturb his trust In God (vss, ll|-17),
Since th� psalitiist is clearly a moral mar, it must rercain to
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b� seen if his utterances are issnoral.
The Identity of this psalmlKt will help in detennining
the morality of his pra3rer. The traditional view is that
this was David, witing at th� time w'-ion Dau.1 sant sentries
�fcftio watched th� house to kill him. Although th� language of
th� Psalm is appropriate to th� incident naiiied, the authen
ticity of this tradition has h��n called into question be
cause th� enaasy is m.entioned as nations in versefi fiv� ^d
el^t. Thus, it is contended that th� lesser powers of th�
post-exilic period hav� conspired to -attack Judah, In
further support of this view it la pointed out that th� nam�
for God is here "Yahweh Sabaoth," th� aeslgnabion for th�
God of battle array of Israel,
There ar� two answers to this objection against th�
traditional view. Some feel that ther� has been an addition
of th� fifth vers� to th� Psalm at th� time it wag adapted
for liturgical use. They cite th� difference in the naBie of
God in verses th^ee and fiv� as proof of this change. How
ever, th� nations of vers� nine ar� �xplain@d as being th�
neighboring peoples ^o oppress Israel without cause,
Feverthelegs, the second seeir.s to b@ th� m.or� valid
of th� two, A study of Psalm Seven i^lll show that a prayer
for a jud.^nent upon perBonal enemim is expanded into a
pray�r for a jud^�nt upon all th� enamies of Israel: and
in that general judgment th� treacherous Israelites ^o ar�
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iniquitoiioly plotting grainst th� psalmlgt*� llf� will ia��t
with their just reward. This saons to b� another Instance
of this change frora th� singular to tlio corpoi'at� and back
to the singular, 3y this explanation there is no need to
foiTaulat-e a double hypothesis, as is nacossary In th� former
instanoe.
It may be accepted, then, that David was th� psalmist.
His prayer may b� seen to be as th� anointed ons of Israel,
although h� had not yet takan tha throne. Thus, his prayer
which expanded from the personal to th� national lament loses
th� taint of selfishness.
Th� Ircprecat Ions. , It Kust be noted that thss� impreca
tions do not in any instance eall for the physical destruction
of the enemies. David Is not asking for death. Rather, h�
clearly calls upon God not to slay th� foes (vs, 11), and
asI-3 that they be taught that God is the r-ular of th� @arth
(vs. 13b). If they were lead, it would be futile for th^
to learn of God*s power. Therefore, if th� passage ^lich
asks for their conswiptlon b@ intarpx'oted literally. It means
that David was beside himself In rag�. This clearly is not
th� case, for Immediately before and after h@ ''loses control,"
h@ asks that th� eneiriies b� spared. Thus, when h� as lis that
they be consumed in wrath, and that they b� no Kore, it is
clearly a request for th� destruction of their power for evil
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(vs. 13a) while they learn the needed lesson abont Jehoviia
(vs. 13b).
Also to be noted Is the fact that the only agent for
the punishment of the wleked is God. The major thrust of
these iMprecations is two-fold: 1) that the people may know
that God is on the throne protecting th� righteous against
th� wicked (vs. 11), 2) that th� enemies might learn to at
least take cognizance of th� power of God throughout th�
earth (a r�ligious prayer for th� enemies). Th� jus tiflea-
tion for the impr��ations li�s In th� moral honor of God,
�Sio of n�cessity must protect His nam� throu^ th� preserva
tion of His servants from th� power of th� wlok�d.
Psalm Sixty-nine.
The ?l@w of n-od. A basic premise of this Psalm is
th� belief that God is willing and abl� to sav� th� afflicted
psalmist (cf. vss. 1U> 33 )� Is mentioned directly as a
God of deliveranc� and salvation in verses 1, 13* �nd 29.
Divln� deliverance is also implied In v@rs�s I6-IS, ^d 35-
36. The basis of this salvation 1� th� �mployment of Divine
might motivated through goodness and lovingklndn�ss (vss. 13*
16).
God 1� imowi as good and loving because He �nters into
relationships with thos� people who will serv� Him (vss, 3,
6, 16, n, 33 > 35-36), Th� Divine deliveranc� is not limited
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prijaarily to salvation tram �nemies, but extends to salva
tion from sin. This Is accc^lished through truth, and the
redemption and ransom of the soul (vs. 13, l8).
It is this salvation from sin which makes a man
righteous in the sight of God, %*io Imows th� righteous (vs.
28). God also knows about the sins coOTiltted In the world,
and will punish all who sin, including those with whom 11�
has ent�r�d into relationship (vss. 5, 26),
Thus, it is recognized that God would rather hav�
true service through praise and thanksgiving than th� mer�
sacrifice of an animal (vss. 30* 31 )� This is a recognition
of the spiritual natuire of Ood, and Is reminiscent of th�
hl^ conception held by th� prophets.
The View of the Enemies � Thes� enemies are ml^tj
and many. They hat� th� psalmist fals�ly and without cause
(vs. k)� Th�r� is no pity In 1^�lr hearts, for when th�
psalmist sought for pity and comfort, they gav� him that
whleh in hi� physical n@�d for food and drink would actually
poia<m him (vss. 20, 22). The word for gall used her� i�
also translated as hemlock, and must b� considered as a
poisonous herb. Th� chief sin of thes� harsh men Is th�
theft of God's glory. They act as if they are the ones who
have brought th� psalmist to his present condition, when it
Is actually a pimlshaent frcaa God (vs. 26). Because they
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hav� th� psalmist in their power, they are making him re
store possessions which he did not take wrongfully (vs# l^) �
Th� character of thes� men Is summarized in vers� 27, ^^rhieh
says that they ar� known as Iniquitous in God's slglit.
The Psalmist. Here is a picture of a man ill and In
deep distress. Reference Is made to his Illness In many
Instances. (Cf. vss. 15, 26, 29.) His distress of spirit
is also mad� plain (vss. 1-3, llj.-l5, 17, 20). Th�
psalmist evidently feels that this Illness Is an operation
of the Law of Retribution, for he confesses his sin (vs. 5),
which he says caused Jehovah to smlt� him (vs. 26).
Howover, ther� Is also th� plea that many of his
troubles and distresses stem tt>mi his zeal for the Lord.
This zeal springs from great devotion, for he ha� chosen be*
tween his family and his service for the Lord (vss. 8, 9).
H� is evidently In a position wher� he is regarded as a
ri^teous man, and therefor� his illness makes him th� tar
get of the slanders of th� wicked (vs. 9). There is a sens�
of social responsibility for ttios� ^�^o look up to him (vs.
6), and also th� Implication that it is necessary to defend
God�s nam�, for th� psalmist reasons that thos� trusting in
J�hovah will be ashamed at his fall (vss. 7-10). Thus, h�
asks that God sav� him. This is an unselfish prayer, and
must be considered in th� interpretation of this Psalm.
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The deep insight of this psalmist Into the nature of
God, as seen In verses 30-36# causes on� to hell�ve that
here was a man who had close fellowship ^/Ith Jehovah, The
entire picture presented here is that of a rl^teous man be
leaguered by wicked enemies,
liftien th� identity of this righteous man is considered,
ther� are many possible answers. It is obviously not the
corporate personality speaking, Howev�r, there ar� no con
crete Indications as to th� exact time of this Psalm. Sam�
would say that this is th� writing of the Prophet Jeremiah*
This siu?�ly could be the key to this Psalifi, for his history
closely parallels this Psalm's general setting. However,
Jewish tradition gives the author of this Psalm as David,
David is plainly the great type of Christ in th� Old Testa
ment, and there ar� seven Hew Testament r�f�r�nc�s which re-
f�r to this Psalsa as typlco-prophetie, Thore is nothing to
disqualify David as th� author of this Psalm, and with the
ccM^bined weight of Jewish tradition and th� witness of th�
Mew Testament it seertis reasonable to accept a Davidic origin.
A not� of caution must b� injected here, however. The
use of the typlco-prophetic as a proof for authorship may
lead to serious difficulties. If it is to be accepted that
Christ was sinless, vers� fiv� must b� ruled out as falling
Into th� prophetic, Th� typico-prophetic therefore may be
applied only to certain portions of th� Psalm, as it is cer-
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tain that all of David's experiences and utterances are not
of this type.
The Inprecations , Ther� are two groups of impreca
tions here. Group one, consisting of verses 22-25 � is
terminated by a further detailing of the evil act� of th�
enemies {vs, 26), Group two, verses 27-28, ar� th� most
fierce, dealing with th� spiritual d�stination of th� op
position. There can b@ no denial that this Psalm deals with
both physical and spiritual retribution.
Group one builds In Intensity, asking that th� �n�mi�s
b� troubled constantly, even it&ien th#y are �atlng, and then
asking that they be afflicted with a physical malady. This
disease may be the same one �fc^ilch David suffers, for ther�
is a noticeable parallel between David's falling eyesight
(vs. 3), and the Impreeatlon in vers� 23 � Group two Invokes
God's fierce wrath upon th� enemies beeaus� they hav� taken
eredit for God's action.
The pivot consideration must be taken as the �vll
character and actions of the enemies, as witnessed by th�
Interruption occasioned by vers� 26. Th� imprecation in
verse 26 is two-fold, Th� book of life, as given here,
should best be translated as the book of the living. David
was thus asking that th�s� �n�ml�@ might die by God's hand.
Once again, this r�fers back to vers� 26# and is actually
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seeking that God's honor be upheld. While this seems a
harsh conception of God's activity in support of His honor,
one isust only study God's actions during the Exodus to see a
definite parallel. It must also be r^embered that David
lived by those laws and conceptions of God's will and nature
^dilch were as yet unfulfilled In Christ. The request that
tho enemies might not be written with the righteous must be
seen as actually claiming a definite proiais� of God, as re
corded in Exodus 32:32,33. Hor was this a call for eternal
damnation, for the clear concept of JtAi'k^ ft.i.u)vi 03 was un
known until Hew Testament times.
Th� key to thes� imprecations maist then b� seen as
th� �vll a^ts and character of th� �nemies, and th� law of
the tim�s. God's honor was at stake, and David sough* to
uphold it by the code of his day.
Psalm i:;ij7hty- three.
Th� View of God. The entlr� motif of th� Divine per
son In this Psalm is that of saving immanence. In vers� on�
God Is pictured much as if H� were a Divln� Spectator. Th�
imploring psalmist s�@ks God's participation In th� dramatic
struggle "sAiieh is even now being formulated. Th� implication
la that If God does not immediately take th� psalmist's part,
there will b� a national tragedy,
Th� reminder that God has a covonant with Israel, and
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timrmtor�, a moral obligation to sav� her is found in vers�
three* This covenant relationship is emphasised throughout
th� Psalm by such expressions as "0 ray Qod" (vs. 13). Th�
use of the nam� Jehovah is in itself a reminder, probably to
th� psalmist as well as to God, that God has promised by his
very name to be savingly immanent (vs. 16, l8).
To say that God was completely immanent, in th� sens�
of localising him in Isra�l, or by making Him a tribal or
national God, would be a mistake. It is clear that God was
conceived of as Ruler of all th� earth, and not merely as
th� God of th� H�br�w p�ople (vs. l8).
Th� major �miAiasls upon th� character of God Is thm
s��n as His saving ijcroianenc�, as testified by th� frequent
r�f�r�nc� to His cov�n�nt relationship to Israel. However,
th� recognition of His world-wide dcjaainion is also a reoog*
nit ion of His power, and a willlngn�ss to enter into a
r�lationship wit^ all the earth, conditional upon the hiaabling
of th� nations (vss. 17 #
The View of the Enemies . It Is noteworthy that th�
first characterization of thes� �nemies depicts them as God*s
�nemies, rather than th� enemies of Israel (vs. 2). Tnay are
seen to be proud rebel�, lifting up their head against God.
Th�ir hatred Is expressed actively in th�ir persecution of
God's people iwm* 3). This Is an expression of th� H@br�w
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belief that thos� who hairo Israel, God's people, ar� striking
at God. Th� object of these enemies is national annihilation
(vs. I},). Thes� nations \Aio are persecuting Israel hav� form
ed a unanimoiis covenant against God (vss, 5*'8)*
The corporate character of this leiB^u� must be con
sidered in th� interpretation of th� Psalm. Thes� wer� not
individuals but nations. This will be important in th� con
sideration of the imprecations.
Th^ Psalmist. It is clear here that this psalmist is
speaking in fram�work of a corporate personality. Ho does
not make pleas for his own person, but rather for th� salva
tion of th� people of God, H� is their representative in
pl�ading against th� hostil� nations. This may b� s��n
further by noting that th� deseription of th� afflictions
ar� not personal but national.
It is th�r�for� more important to dat� this Psalm
than to determine th� identity of the author. It has been
felt that this Psalm was suitable to th� tim� of !f�hemiah,
How�ver, internal evidence would plac� it eai*li�r than this
date. In vers� fiv� th� Hebrew is literally translated,
"they hav� �ut a covenant," Tiiis is an allusion to th�
ancient practice of ratifying a solerm vow by dividing a
gacrifielal animal and passing between th� halves. 'Thus it
was that the enemies of Israel had mutually bound themselves
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to accomplish their- hostile purpose. Since this custom had
passed out of existence at th� tlm� of Heh�miah, it may be
seen that th� PsalJi was writt�n at an earlier dat�.
Th� only other period in Israel's history which suits
tho conditions d��orib�d in th� Psalm is that described by
the traditional vl�w� namely th� tim� of the wars of Jehoso-
phat. While som� would male� this Psalm to be an expression
of th� general attitude of Israel toward Gentil� nations,
idileh in turn were types of all hostile heathendom, it s��ms
more reasonable to plac� th� Psalm at th� tim� of Jehosophat.
The Imp r�cat ions. Th� imprecations open with a call
for God to dofeat th� nation's �n�mi�s as He had don� in the
past. Th� iiTiprecat ions her� (vss. 9-12), are a �all for th�
death of th� people who would fight against the people of
Israel* Bearing in mind th� b�ll�f that these �nraies wer�
fighting against God w!ien they attackod Israel, it Is s��n
that in t&� mind of the psalmist this was a call for th�
vindication of God's honor. With the intens� f��ling of
iitiich the Orl�ntal is capable, he sought to protect th� name
of his God, for he felt that a victory on th� part of these
enemies would be a blot on the reputation of Jehovah. If h�
w�re to terminat� his prayer at this point, it would be
undorstandabl�, in th� light of his background. Th� sacred
writings of th� Hebrew people, iiAiich ars now Imown as the Old
ko
TestiCQent, are full of the proralyes of God to save His people
from their enemies* Furthermore, God had in many instances
Hii".self desmanded that th� enemy b� slain for their wicked-
n�ss. He had co3imiission�d th� people of his covenant to do
this. There is no indication that th� psalmist had any
desire to kill th� nations himself, hut rather the ton� of
th� Psalm Indicates that he was trust in^^ God to vindicate
Himself, It is also noteworthy that thes� iiapreoations ifer�
against th� league, but did not mention individuals by name.
It is much easier to be harsh with an impersonal group of
enemies than to seek th� death of an individual. However,
th� imprecations mov� from this relatively low plane to a
mueh hl^er on�.
Th� psalmist asks that God uttarly confuse th� Iation*s
@n@mi@8 and fill their hearts with terror (vss. 13-l6a). Th�
motiv� Is that they might seek to know God, for this is what
is moant by th� reference to seeking His 'tim& (vs. l6b), H@
asks then that their prid� In their prowess be permanently
destroyed (vs. 17a) � In interpreting "l�t them b� confounded
and p�rlsh^ (vs. 17b), it would b@ a direct contradiction,
if this were a r�fereno� to i^ysieal life, rendering the verse
following nonsensical. They eould not know th� power of Je
hovah as th� Rul�r of the earth if th�y had perished, Th�
obvious interpretation then must be that th� lif� destroyed
would b� that national life that separated them frow God.
Thus, th� m�aas of t�aehiag th�m the rul� of Jehovah ar�
seen not to b� necessarily judicial or punitive, but unto
salvation. Th�s� iEiprecations then take on a note of mis
sionary z�al rather than harsh vindictiveness.
It is objected, that verse 18 is a gloss. There is
no intex^al �vldenc� in th� verse, in its language or struc-
tur�, which would Indicate that it is a gloss. Thus, such a
claim bas�d solely upon philosophical principles may b� re
jected.
Th� imprecations adpiittedly start out on a low l�v�l,
i^iich actually wag th� everyday plane of Hebrew thought
bss�d upon God's revelation of Himself in history. This
l�v@l is then transcended throu^ the inspiration of God's
spirit, and although the psalmist may not hav� roallzed th�
full impllcatioiiB of his utterances, they take on a mission
ary forever,
Fsaiiu One Hundred !?i|!i� .
Th� View of God. God is saen her� in three aspects
of His Dl.vla� nature. The first Is that of a God who re-
m�Bibers iniquity, and punishes sin. Th� second lies in His
goodness and lovlngklndn�ss in delivering th� ri,giit@ous and
needy. The third aspect is His acceptance of prais�.
It is recognised by th� psalmist that the God to i^oa
h� is praying, punishes sin (vss. lk� 1.^). This Divine dis-
h2
plaas-ui"� In wickedness form the basis of the inprecations
against the eneKles,
God's deliverance is notivated by His nature of good
ness and lovinglcindness (vss* 21, 26, 31), The kindness of
God Is shown forth by His deliverance, and because lis nature
is kindness or mercy, He will deliver*
The praise of the one delivered is the desire of God,
This shows a rellsatioa of the eplrltual nature of God remi
niscent of th� prophets. (Se� the view of God in Psalm Sixty-
Hln@. )
God's natw� th�n Is conceived of as ttees-fold, as
outlined in this Psalm, H� Is holy|_ piinishing sin, but d�-
llv�3^ th� needy y^o call upon Him, This d�liv�rane� springs
frcsi the very natur� of God as characterised by mercy or
lovingkindness. Finally, God Is shown as On� who delights
in th� prals� of thos� ^ois E4 has saved,
Th� View of th� Enemies . Th� desorlption of th�
enemlm ll�s in two principal passages, Th�s� show th�
progress ive decline of a man who turns from God. (Gf . Psalm
One. )
Th� first description tell� of men \Aio ar� deceitful,
and bear fals� witness* Th@y have hat�d their neighbor with*
out catm�, despite the fact that he has showi his lov� for
them in prayer. For good th�y have r@turn�d evil, and hatred
for love (vas. In th.� second description, it is seen
that these men, for the singular pronoun mst be intarpreted
in the corporate sense, have coioiiitted both sins of oraission
and coiiSEission. The psalmist points out that thej hag'3 for**
gotten kindness, and failed to bloss their neif;hbors {vs� 16).
Because these men did not bless, they actively practiced
curs lag of blasjDheming against those whom they hated. In a
vivid picture, the psalmist shows how this cursing and hatred
took ccHTiolete possession of the men, and saturated their en
tire being. "He clothed himself with cur-sing as with his
garment , and it came into his inward parts like water, and
11^ oil into his bones" (vs. l8), Thes� ar� not impreca
tions, but historical facts which are reported throu^ obser
vation*
This obsorvatlon is psychologically sound, for it is
now recognlEed that the man %feo continually hates and carps
will warp his i^ole personality. Th� same principle was ex
pressed vividly by Christ, %ti�n H� said^ "As a man thinks in
his heart, so Is he." Thus, it is seen that these envies
were men who, throu^^ their own volition and choice, had
warp@d their whole being toward evil, with the result that
they spoke evil against the psalmist (vs. 20).
The Psalmist. It is seen above that th� men wer� �vll
in their opposition of the psalmist. Th� natural supposition
that follows is t^at th� psalmist w.as therefore righteous.
The integrity of the psaliiist is seen clearly in this
Psalr:. K� speaks of himself as the serrant of Jehovah (vs.
2'^), Elsei^�r� he speaks of praying for his enemies, of
loving ther-i, and doing good to them (vss. I4., 5). By his own
testimony the psalmist Is an uprl^t man.
At this point th� psalmist's testimony is supported
by two external factors. Th� first supporting factor lies
in th� declaration of the psalralst *s Intention to praise God
for His deliverance. This in itself connotes faith in God's
m�rajg which th� psalitlat could not have claimed had he been
sinful. The second factor lies in th� realization of the
nature of God which has been shorn above. (Se� Tho View of
God, ) Realizing that God is of such essential nature that
He must punish sin in justice, th� psalmist prays that H�
would deal with hiin for his name*� sake, or according to His
essential natur�. If the psalnilst had been a sinner, he
surely ifould nover have done this. The righteousness of th�
psalniist, his basic morality before God, must be psiiieinbered
In dealing with th� iJ^recatioiis ,
This rl^teoua man is suffering th� pains of physical
disease as wall as the pain of persecution. Ther� is no in
dication that he would aveng� himself against his enemies if
it were In his power, but rather his confident expectation
is in Cog (vss. 21, 29-31 ).
If th� authorship of David is accepted, Saul or Doeg
U5
jnay be accepted as the leader of the enemies. If Davidic
authorshii is rejected, there is no clue aa to the circuiTi-
stances or time of the Psaliri, In th ifi instance J vathor-
ship is relatively un irfjnor'tant in lnterr->retiP'- ,�,1-,,,
Some would feel that the Psalm Is of David ic o>'i.'":l r> -"v: the
early Persian period, with ''accabean fi'losseSj bir- is
little textual reason to folloxj this conjecture.
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of Israel, which had not y^t ;-jo It
was not tha nurpose of rl^^-'; ':o ^ � 'arm the law^ but rather
to perfectly show forth th� Father and thus fulfill th� law
(Matt, $Jl7, 18). Th�a the psalralst asks that the guilt of
tli6 m&n be disclosed by the verdict (vs. 7a), It was th�
theology of the day that a siruier's prayer becva-ie an abomi
nation to God, or a sin, if he prayed as an innocent man
(Prov. 28:9). Verses 8-12 ar� ad�lttedly in conflict with
the gosp�l of Christ, but ara hariaonic with th� code of th�
day. The strict view of sin which was held by these Old
Testament characters, which seeias so harsh to Modem thought,
showed no riercy to th� sinner who deliberately transgressed
th� Law. The f�arful con�@qu�nc@s of disobedienc� are out-**
linod in Deut�ronosry 28, The sens� of unity of the family
which caused Achan's family to die with hiss for his sin is
also shown her� (cf. Joshua 7). ��rs@s Xk and 1^ ar� not a
demand that th� parents of th� �nemies b� counted guilty
once again for past sins. Rather it is a reference to th�
sins of th� �nsjuies, and a demand that Jehovah will remember
the �vll of these children's parents and destroy �vll froia
th� fae� of th� �arth.
Th� second imprecation, which resumes wher� Interrupted
by th� description of th� degradation of the enemies , is seen
as the just reward of th� evil ones, dealt their: by Jehovah.
This mantle of evil was th� personal choice of the �n�ml@�,
and th� psalmist asks that (Jod fulfill their desir�.
It is often held that the Imprecations in this Psalm
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as In other Imprecatory PsalBJS, are magical curses or for-
laulae, designed to bring a spell upon the victim. Variation
of this view proposes that the paalmist is the one suffering
froKs the spell of a sorcerer, and thos� iriprscat ions are
nagleal formulae to return the soell ijoon the on� t^o has
cursed hlsi. A comparison of the impreeatioas in this Psalm
with a Ugaritic formula will reveal th� validity of these
claims .
Set thou a wicked ir.an over himj
Ane let an adversary stand at his rii^ht hand.
When he is judged, let hiin com� forth guilty;
And let his prayer be turned into sin.
L�t his days be few; let another take his office.
Let his children be fatherless, And let his wif�
b� a widow.
Let his children b@ vagabonds, and beg.
And let them s��k their bread out of tholr deso
late places.
L�t th� extortioner eateh all that h� hathi
And l@t strangers make spoil of his labor ^
Let t*i�r@ be non� to extend klndn�ss unto hiiai
Neither let there be any to have pity on his
fath�rl�ss children o
Let his posterity he cut off;
In th� g�n�ration following let their name b�
blotted out.
Let th� iniquity of his fathers be remembered
with J�hovali|
And let not th� sin of his mother b� before Je-
iiOVc-ih continually.
That h� may cut off the memory of them from th�
eax^thj
(Vss. 16-18 ar� usually included in th� protion
wiileh is described as a magical formula. )
Becaus� he rero^berod not to show kindness.
But persecuted the poor and n^edy wan.
And the brok�n in heart, to slay thorn.
Yea, h� loved ciirsing, and it carie unto hir;;
And h@ delighted not In blessing, and it was far
from hiM*
H� clothed himseUr also with cursing as with his
garaent.
And it Qsme Into his inward parts Ilk� water.
And Ilk� oil Into his bones.
I invoi^ you, god� of the night.
Together with you 1 lnvok�d the night, th� veiled
brld�.
I invok�d th� twilight, midnight, and dawn,
3@caus� a witch has bewitched loe,
A sorc�r�g3 has paralyzed a�.
Stand by, 0 great rods , h�ar ray coiBplaint I
Judge ray catje, give h�ed to my procedure i
I have BUftd� an laag� of ray sorcerer and My
Sorceress ,
Of my conjurer and wxj witch.
Have placed it at your feet and I m pleading my
ease:
Bfecause she has coB.in;ltted evil and planned i-iicked-
ness ,
May she die, but I liv� I
May her sorc�i�y, bewitcbjeent , and spall b� dt�-*
solved I
May th� tiSBiarisk, i#io3e eroifn is luxui*ious, purify
me I
May the dat� pala that braves all the winds, r�-
l�as@ me I
May the juniper-tree , yHildh is full of dust, cleans�
May the pin�-oon�x, which is full of seeds, re
lease me I
In yotir presence I have beccHS� bright Ilk� grass.
Cleansed, purified. Ilk� nard�
The conjuration of th� witch is evil.
Her word has returned to her mouth, her tongue Is
firmly stuck.
Hay the --odE of th� nif^t sr^it� her on account of
her sorcery I
May the three nlght-vjatches remove her evil charms I
May h@r wjuth be tallow, her tongu� salt i
May fdi&, who pronounced the evil work against me,
melt Ilk� tallow,'
May she, yhio east th� spell, dissolve like salt .*
H�r knots ar� loosened, h�r machinations have com�
to naught.
All h�r words fill th� st@pp�.
Upon the cornnsoad spolisen by the gods of th� night.
k9
Bum 1^ soreerer and mf sorceress J
Aa for mj sorcerer and ley sorceress, speedily may
their lives be extinguished J
But m& keep alive, so that I may praise thy great
ness and sing thy glory ,2
Ther� is a resemblance In these passage� of th� Ugarit
formula and th� Hebi��w Psalm in that both proinis� prais� for
th� d�liv�ranc� of th� sufferer. However, the H�br�w psalm
ist app�als to th� lovingkindness of God as th� primary motiv�
for deliverance, Th� Ugarit show� a crude conception of th�
pow�r of th� spoken word to eompel th� gods, but th� Hebrew
trusts in God�s action beeaus� His natur� is merciful,
A marked differenc� in procedur� is also evident, Th�
Ugarit fonmila Invokes th� notie� of "h�x" images by th� gods
that th�y mi^t praetlc� t�ltativ� magi� upon thsra, Th� psalm
ist K�r�ly calls forth th� reMe^brano� of th� �vil deeds don�,
that th� rl^teous Jehovah will pmlsh them, Th� Ugarit for
mula also makes us� of magical natur� objects, such as th�
pin� con� full of seeds, i*iil� th� Psalra has no mention of
this type of practlc�. Perhaps th� raost notlcabl� diff@r�n0�
is th� laek of alleged morality on th� part of th� Ugaritic
2uff�r�r� Ther� is no roferanc� to a sorcorer in th� Psalm,
irtiil� th� magleal forrauia mentions it r@p�atedly.
Th� general differenc� la ton� of th� two writings is
'^Issac Mendelsoiin (�d,), i-lellc'ionsi of the liear East
(Hew York: Liberal Art Pross, 19^5 ) s t>T>, ^9-231.
$0
apparent to those who will study them. There seems to be no
real connection bastween tho t ,;es of literature.
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CHAPTER IV
THE LIBERAL INTERPRETATION
The purpose of this chapter was to examine the inter
pretations of representative Hegelians and Porm-critics �
Special emphasis has been placed upon the dating of the
Psalms, the stage of development in Hebrew religion shown,
and the morality of the Psalms.
This has been done through a study of the commentaries
on the Psalms by four representative scholars. These
scholars: The Hegelians, �. 0. E. Oesterly and Heinrich
Ewald; and the Porm-Critics, Moses Buttenweiser and Elmer
Leslie, have been studied according to their schools. There
has been no attempt to set the two schools of thought at
variance. Rather, any differences of opinion, both between
and within the schools, must be recognized as the personal
differences of the men as shown by an objective study.
In this study of the Liberal Interpretations, certain
general trends have been observed. Therefore, there has been
an analysis of these trends that representative conclusions
migbt be formulated,
I. PSALM THIRTY-PIVE
Text of Imprecations .
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ecHQpsyaion pi�c@ to Fsalms 7, 9 and XO*
As a result of th� largo aesouht of dlaordor ^ich it
has suffered, Paalm 35 Is generally helieved to be an in
ferior product. When put in its original forai, th� Psaljm
Is a spirited piece of relir^ious poetryjr, in iiiiich th� "I**
of the nation is personified, Proof for this may he found
la th� reference to the "peaceful people of the land* The
opening lines are even Bior� concluslvei, for It would border
on the comic if an individual t^q is harassed by personal
enemies were to make such a olea as is found in verses 1*>3�"^^
Pleading for the nation, ttie psalmist gives a picture
of the present situation i^lch makes clear that foreign
nations are the enemies. Th�@@ enemies have ec^plete control
of the land, and ar� opposed to the peaceful people ^am they
hav� conquered. Seen in the light of th� conditions t�diieh
Inspired its ccaoposxire, th� opening lines of the Ssalro be*
com� very clear In meaning. The psalaist is i:mlng these
^fords to tepress upon the EJindg of his countx*ymen th� utter
helplessness of their situation without the aid of G-od.'^^
The imprecation�, i<feich are wishes that the evXl of
the enemies nay recoil upon their own heads, are written in
^^Ibid,. p, iO^B.
^^Ibid.
^^ibid,, p,
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this vein. There is no power in the hands of the people to
do what they would like to inflict upon their �nemies, and
therefor�, they jasust eall upon God to p\aniish the wicked ttio
have requited good with basest evil,
Leslie, The fom of this Psalm implies a judicial
situaticm. The procedur� is clear. The suppliant is faced
with wicked vjltnesses i^o perjure th^aaelves that he might
be convicted of an Imaginary crime (vss. 11, 21),^^ lor is
this Judicial procedure a light matter, for they seek the
life of the psalmist, \&io fears the capricious and Incalculable
Ji^tice which was the order of the day.
Outstanding In this Psalro ar� the lament themes of
verses 11-16 and 20-21, The tfeol� Psalm. 1� aarked by a tone
of desperation which is overcojsi� only in verses 9, 23, 10,
i^leh iBust be arranged In that order, and th� brief hjmn of
praise to Cod in verse 27."^^
The iiBprec ation� in the Psalia are the result of this
Intense desperation. They ar� not strong enough in tone to
be actually called curses. Rather, they are passionate
wishes as to the ultimate fate of the psalisist's enemies,
and his omi final vindication. These ar� expressed in the
-^%lsier A, Leslie J The ;"s al2as (New Torks Abingdon-
Cokesbury Press, 19^4-9), P�"37o.
^^Ibid.. p* 371*
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conoret� language of th� Oriental, and ramt be viewed in
this light.
tl. PSALM -KTI^'Y-PITO
ye;H:t of the Iraprecations .
Destroy, 0 Lord, and divide their tongue j
� a �
Let death come suddenly upon them.
Let thesi go dowi alive into Sheol.
{vs8. 9 and 1^)
The Her.elian Interpretation.
Oeaterly. The psalmist begins, in language appropriate
for a hym of distress, with a plea that Jehovali hear and an*
swer his prayer. He has been very rest leas, and his heart
has been troubled within htai by the �vil raachinatloisi! of his
wicked enemies (vsa. 3*6).
It is natural that in such eirc^iisstances that the
psalmist should turn to thou^ts of vengeance. K� incorpo
rates in hi� prayer the old story of how Jehovah had eon-
founded the m&n of 3ab�l, Wor is hie trouble the only in
stance of evil oppx^asion, for his case Is typical of the
general situation (vss, 9-11) �
From, the general evil about him th� psalmist turhs to
the consideration of the enemy 1*10 has harsied hiis the most.
^^Ibld. , p. 370.
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This man was an intlBiat� friend, and it is probable that the
psalmist and his adversary were priests attached to th�
sanctuary. ^7 (Gf. Psalia in connection with verse II4.. )
After this consideration of the treachery of his former
friend, there comes so sudden a break that it imist be con-
18
sidered the result of a mutilation of th� text.
The Psalia resumes near th� end with a eurg� upon the
enemy, and the background is the atory of Dathan and Abiraa
(cf. Hiaabei^ 16: 31-33 )� '^he poet resmes once again with a
plea concerning hia own needj and a prmia� to observe the
special hours of prayer (vs. 17)� This Bien,tlon of the spe
cial hours of prayer does not necessarily prove a post-
exilie date, for the custom may hav� been ancient. -^^^ A re
newed consideration of the evil of th� eneiay results in a
belief that God will answer the prayers of the righteous,
and the Psalm ends wl!^ a renewed contrast between th� pre-
Biatur� fat� of the wicked and the psalmist *s happy trust In
Jehovah.
Ther� is little to indicate date, Th� style and lan
guage would suggest the post-exilic rather thsai the pre-
^"^Oeaterly, o�. cit.*, p� 28$.
^^Ibld.
19 Ibid., 286.
6X
�xlllc period*'^^ The liapreoatlona were normal among the
ancient Hebrew�, but certainly not confined to them. The
value of the Psalni lies In the spirit rather tliaii in the
doctrine it expresses. The faith and trust of the nan would
overshadow the spirit of vengeance coaason to hia day,
Swald, There 1� first an urgent entreaty to Ood for
help from the danger which has threatened hire, and so deadly
is this threat that he would wish to flee frcaa the city into
the desert for peace (vss. 1-8). Turning from this prayer,
th# psalmist sees violence and civil discord ^diich so affects
him that he wishes for th� annihilation and pimishment of all
evil counsels and deeds (vss. 9*11 � 12-15). He then turns
fro� these Is^recations to a final rest in Jehovah through
coasplete trust (irss, 22, 23).
This is a graphic picture of the contests and dangers
of Jerusalem (vs. 10) in the last century before its destruc*
tion.^"^ Among all classes of people there Is constant bas�^
ness and schism, with the result that friend easily betrays
friend. Th� most forceful of all these schisms Is between
th� orthodox and the ones ^lo take a frivolous view of th�
ancient religion.
� #
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1'he Poryi�-Crltlc Interpretation,
Buttenweiser* Psalm 55 is not a unit but is cosiposed
of three unrelated fragments: a) verses 1-12, 17-20, Psalm
55A, b) verses 13-15, 21-22, Psalm and c) verses 16,
. 22
24, The eomplaint of the writer about th� treachery of a
trusted friend, Psalui 5$B, were misplaced from else^ijher� in
the course of transmission, for they contradict th� theme of
S^^t *diich is a description of a city under siege. Verses
I6t 23 are laisplaced frcas Psalia $7A, and originally forxaed
2k
its conclusion, ^
The psalmist is not speaking as an individual in
Psalffl 55A# but employs the corporate personality to portray
^� cosmon misery It eoiaes frora the incident when Ptolemy
laid siege to th� city.^^
This might hav� been written as lat� as 312 B. G.,
is another eloquent testimony of Israelis unshakeabl� faith
in Jehovah. There is no need to consider the morality of th�
imprecations as affeeting the inspiration of the Psalm, for
^*^Butt�nweis�r, o�. cit., p. 707*
^^Ibid.. p, 708.
^^Ibid.
^^Ibld.t p. 709.
^^Ibid., p. 710.
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It has b��n seen that ar� not original portions of th�
isain body.
Leslie. This Psalm will be considered In order of It�
two portions. "The first part of the Psalm, consists of
verses 1-I8b, 22. The second portion is a fragment, con
taining verses l8c, 21, 23.^^
Ther� are concrete details erabodied in Psalsa 55A,
Jerusalem is the city mentioned, (md is described in the
troubled period when Palestine was overrun by Ptol�Eiy�s
forces (312 B. C.).^^ The detail� of the anguish of th�
city are heightened in tragedy by th� personal tragedy of
psalmist hinmelf. As If the sleg� of beloved Jerusalem
were not sufficient to break his heart, the very lead�r of
his personal enemies is a man isfeo was formerly a close friend,
with whora he had shared the Intlsaate fellowship of tsrjipl�
worship.
Turning to the man himself, the psaljnlst addresses
him with feeling of deep injustice, ^lich vents itself in
passionate imprecations, Thes� imprecations, found in verses
ll^c-l^f part of a ritual spoken originally by the priest
on the behalf of th� innocent sufferer, that he jaight escape
Leslie, 0�, cit., pp. 332-$3[i.
Ibid., pp. 332-333-
fvcm th� evil words spoken b? th� eneray.""' Then comes the
cllma:??: of tha PsalHi in the promise, 'fetiich Is quite siriiilar
to an oracle, uttered by th� priest (vs, 22).^^
The second portion of this Psalm coiJses tram a situa
tion siiQilar to '^sa3j2 120. The wild Sdomit� tribes of
northern Arabia have made a covenant with the psaliiiist, who
speaks for the nation, but they have no intention of ful
filling their agreement (vss. lOc-20).-^-^ The smooth deceit
ful words of the enemy make the danger even more critical
(vs. 21).
The psalEiist's confidence in G-od rises at this point
to a height from which he can confidently vlev? the future
violent punlshiaent which will be sent upon them from God
(vs. 23)*
In the consideration of the imprecations of this
Psalm, it mist be realised that there was a great deal of
overstateasent in the use of the ritual. The symbolic sig
nificance of the statement of the evil and desired punishment
was necessarily heightened by dramatic speech.
Ibid,, p. 333.
Ibid., p. 33l|o
Oesterly, o^. cjt . � p. 269.
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III, VSklM FlFrY-MIi'E
^Q3Ct of the Iraprocatlons .
B� aot merolful to any wicked transgressors,
� * a
Slay them not, lest my people forget:
Scatter them by thy power, and bring thera down,
0 Lord, our shield,
� � ,
Consusne t�ieiK In wrath, eonsuae them, so ttiat they
shall be no loore:
And let them know that God ruleth in Jacobs
Unto the ends of the eax'th.
(vss, 5c, 11, 13)
The^ Hegellati rater^PQta11on .
Oeaterly. The first verse is actually a sujjssary of
the vOciolm J^alu, Th� psalmist Is beset by foes, workers of
iniquity, and blood-thirsty men (vss, lb-2). The attack
wbich is made is unprovoked, either by the psalmist or his
people, and therefore he feels justified in seeking that
God punish the evildoers. A metaphorie pictttr� of scaveng
ing dogs runs throuj^out th� Psalm, showing the psalmist's
feeling for the enemies.
Divine protection is sougiit throughout the poems
V^hen the poet considers God, h� realises anew the love,
strength, and vengeance idhich He makes available, (vss. 6-10),
The thought of vengeance orovokss passionate Ipiprecations ,
�erse 11 shows a t�eaporary mood of the psalmist. In which he
asks that the eneiaies be spared but shaken, that their fall
may be a permanent reminder of the power of God� This mood
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passes s and ejctrair.e lonf-^in,^; for '/en^eanc� takes ito place,
-iSL.| their sin 11q& . . ir lips {yss ^ 12-
13)9 -.-^ .._.-.-h of l0:;:ic v;hlch t;o,jV:is L t, ,ie^ the
Psahri Jfj^acts the ofioni6:-s as learnin:;; the univc ' ' . su-
: 3y of the God that niletli in Jacoh by their annihila
tion (vs, 13b, c},^^
i-- V- "be the : ' ty incoherent apneSi.1 for Divine
vengeance, the Psaliri closye upon a note of exultation at th�
prospect of deliverance.
The dating of this Psaln is alruost impossible, Wiile
there are phrases vfoich suggest national rathor than individ
ual persecution, thera a.re al;-j j Indications viiich suggest an
individual speaking. This rai'h.t be explained by cor-^orate
personality, but one caimot he cornplotely certain,
Tha psalmist is a pure rnonotheist , and believes that
G-od is concerned in tli,: -/"''�ornment of the world, ultl:;iately
vindicating His people, vhis does not raise him above the
level of his times, for he still nates uis enemies,
Swald . The psalnist here is obviously a prince or a
king in a besieged city.^-^ Th� heath'jn Dsopla who seek after
-^^Ibld,
-"^ihjald, o�. cit ^5 t)�, 290.
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his lif� ar� depending upon their false accusations to be
substantiated (vss, 6, 1$), They have for several days
blockaded the city, planning at night and plimderlng by day.
The poet has but one confidence, as expressed in the Mes
sianic concept i4iich Is found in this Psalm,^^
His expression of that confidence is in three stages.
The first is a lively cry for Divine aid, a description of
wickedness, and a rising confidence in God's intervention.
Then, the danger presses forward into his consciousness
again, but this time in contrast to the glory and aajesty of
Jehovah, Finally, the Hessianic hope arises so hig^ that
the whole third portion of th� poem is filled with the con-
fident expression of delivepence, overflowing into a shorter
fourth and concluding section.
In consideration of th� major L^precation, verses 11
and 13, it is seen that these are Inspired by th� Messianic
hope felt by the king. He asks that God allow these people
to coKe to such a place of pride that they will destroy
theiJiselvas by blasphemy, thus setting forth another permanent
rooument that God rxilea in all the earth, delivering those ^lo
-it;
serve Him,-^-^
-ill
-"^bid.
^^3ut tenweiser , on , e � t . , p , 71$ .
o8
Tb� -?orri^Crttlc Interpretat ton .
Buttenweiser. In this, as In Psalisi 55# the psalmist
la the nation personified. This is seen clearly ^@n the
description of the sufferings of the capital is considered.
There is also the petition that the God of Israel arise to
punish and heap derision upon all the heathen, and the psalm
ist's urging in vers� 11 that God "Delay not, lest my people
forget thy name." The closing lines, ^Then will it be known
to the ends of the earth that God rules in Jacob," corplet�
such strong evidence that this is a coHSBunity Psalm that
only by changing the text itself can the individualistic
36
interpretation be supported.-'
The Psalia is a product of those years when mercenary
armies overran Palestine before Jerusal�a was conquered by
Ptolemy. This places the date between 318-312 B, C,-^^ It is
a description of the hardships suffered by the entire land,
but dwells especially upon the sufferings of Jerusalsm during
the nightly raids of the plus^ering hordes.
The sufferings described in this Psalm have not pro-**
duced the deep spiritual values of Psalai It is generally
spiritually inferior. In considering the imprecation in
-^"Ibid.^ p. 716,
^'''ibid.
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verse 13^ one liiay se� that there has been a coirsTjon error In
translation and interpretation. The "let them know that
God. inileth In Jacob," is absurd, and must be rendered "then
will it be known,
Leslie. Th� psalmist, an individual, calls upon God
froiG the Temple, that God might hear and deliver him frora
his false accusers. The suffering endured Is not physical,
for the weapons of the evil enemies are not swords, but
words of abuse and defamation,�^^ There evil accusers ar�
not heathen, or nations, as is generally supposed from some
of the metaphoric language in the Psalsi, ''Visit all
nations," (vs, 5) as Is the case in Psalm 5^ :7b, is evidence
of the influence felt frois the king's Psalms, vfcere the
enenies are heathen nations
In asking t^at God visit the enesiles., tiie psalisist
does not wish destruction or ruin to bs heaped upon them.
Rather, he wants theia to be restrained from their arrogant
deeds, and to becc^ta� kjeenly aware that Jehovah rules over
the people of Israel in loving concern and holds the ends
of the earth in regal control.
^"Ibld., p. 717.
39Las lie, o�, cit, ^ p. 3^6,
^^Ibid,, p. 350.
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and. th� psalialst had attenpted to prevent some unseemly
procedure in the temple. This is the explanation given by
the early church (cf* John 2:17),^*-"^ The result was vindictive
action upon the part of his snomles.
Because of the peculiarly vicious action of the
enemies, the psalmist bxu'sts out in a series of magical
curses which, although natural anough^ raak� a painful im
pression.^ These curses were intended to cause the sin of
the enepiy to recoil upon his ovm head, Verse 22 is the
curse, and the next few verses are the effects.
"May their eyes he darkened," the first sign that
poison is having its effect; this is then followed by a
troffibling of the limbs. For greater potency the psalmist
asks that God will exterminate their families. The reason
for all this is given in versa 26,
However, there are more distasteful words to come,
Md iniquity to their iniquity; th� horrible
desire is here expressed that God would cans� them
to sin so as to 5^�*^^^ divine chastisoTnent of
them; ^and let them not see thy righteousness' aieans,
'and let them not be justified by thee;' righteous
ness is used in the forensic sense of declaration of
guiltlessness, And finally there is the cruel
netition: *L�t thera be blotted out of the book of
the living, � in reference to th� belief that God
kept a register of the living! If th� names no . ^
longer appear-ed there it meant that they would die,^-^
^t-^Oesterly^ o�. cit,, p. 330,
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personal probleaas ot Illness and Indictment by enemies and
the support of the watehlng coaimunity of the righteous. The
strong sense of social responsibility which is sho"wn in
verse six makes it clear that tho psalralst is a leader in
the congregation.^^ It is his conviction that his suffer
ings are actually in behalf of God, and -that he must bear
them in loyalty to God and his peoplo (vss, 7-12). Al�
though the larient descends to a low moral plan� in the
description and execratlovi oi' th� enci.des, uh& eventual
result of the poalraist*s prayer is wonder at the dealings of
God with his own llfe.^^
It is this wonder at God's laereies to hii'a ^Aiich leads
the pgalitiist to th� certainty of God*� eventual deliverence
of Zlon tr<m its distress and the restoration of the Judean
cities in abiding stability across the following generations.
The references of this .Psalm to the priestly oraele in the
TeKple (cf. PsaljK 55^), the developing spirituality of verses
30-31* and the Internal distresses of Judah all point to the
fifth century B. G.^^
Although there was real development in the spiritual
concepts of the psalaists of this tiiaeg this did not prevent
^^uttenwelser^ o�. p it � > p. 731.
�^^Leslle, loc. cit., p. 378.
ibid., p. 380.
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Th� Hefvcelian Inte retat ion ^
Oesterly* The Psahsc is a national lament, composed
for a time of peril to the national existence* There is no
need to identify tlx� individual psalmist , for h� was clearly
speaking in the corporate personality.
Likewise, there is no need to attempt to identify the
incident for which this Psalm was composed. There is a
strong possibility that verses 6*"8 are a gloss, for they
contribute nothing to the progress of the actual Psalr:., and
were likely added to adapt the Psalm to a later situation.-'
'i'here have been many scholars viho claim a Maccabean date,
%&il� others feel that Jehosophat's defense against his
eneiaies fits the Pgalm. Some would make Hehemiah th�
national psalmist, while there have been references to
Artaxerzes Ochus, However, an attempt at exact dating can
be little more than a precarious conjecture.^
A consideration of -the iiaprecatione yields more
profitable result than an attempt to date the Fsalm, Th�
iriprecations are divided into an indirect and a direct group
ing. The indirect Imprecation eraploys the recofyaised inethod
of citing instances of former victories and wishing a corre*
^"Oesterly, c^. �it,, p. 376.
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The similarity between the Psalas ends in the de
scription of the situation, howaver, Psalia 83, in sharp
contrast to th� others, is a hyran of hate, and spiritually
valueless .
Its author Is moved neither by nobility of soul
nor by any other lofty religious outlook, H� Is a
zealot of Szekiel^s type, wishing like hiBi that for
their wanton attack on his land, fJod wipe out the
enefflies root and branch so as to make thera realiss�
might, Th� lack of all sense of hmnor wliich this
wish betrays is characteristic of fanatics
Internal evidence, sxxoh as the use of "ABsyrla**
points to the early Persian period, for that was also a
name given to tibe Persian ^pire.'^'
Leslie. Psalm 83 is a national lament ^Ich dates
froBJ the period between Hehemlah mid Alexander the Great.
This would then place it roughly between B. C. and 33I
B. C. It was used in the liturgical services as a song
for the choir.
The laasent of the worshippers poured out by the choir
tells of a xaight and crafty alliance of small nations ^^o
hated the people of the Lord, They ar� the enemies of both
^^Ibid.. p. i^73.
^'^Ibld.. p. l^Jk,
^^"^.Leslle, o�. eit., p. 2^7.
^^Ibld
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God's peopl� and God hliaself ,
FroHi lament th� Psalm moves Into soleism petition,
and the psalmist wishes in passionate longing that a ciirse
may fall upon those nations and trlhes seeking Israel's
ham. Her� is an example of synspathetlo Kap:ic, for th�
name of the fonaer victim Is recited, and the fate ^*ilch he
suffered. It is felt that by thus bringing the accursed one
in contact with the najies of faaaous curse-laden individuals
and nations of the past, he will become Infected with just
such a curse as destroyed them,'^^ The psalralst then goes
even further, and eraploys vivid pictures from nature in the
plea for the shasslng of the heathen*
However, it must b� realistically adf:itt�d that the
ultimate alia of the cujfse upon itiese enemies Is the exalta*
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tion of the Lord as sole God of th� earth.' The prayer is
that these enemies viho are so bent on dispossessing the
Lord's people may ccane to feel such sham� and remorse as
will lead them to seek peace with God and be forgiven.
VI, PSALM om mmms) mm
Text of the Imprecations.
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Ibid., p. Zk9
'^^Ibld.
'^^Ibld.
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S@t thou a wieked raan over himi
And let an adversary stand at his rlf/ht hand.
When he Is judged, let hiiii corae forth guilty |
And let his prayer be turned Into sin.
Let his days be fewj
And let another take his office.
Let his children be fatherless.
And his wife a widow.
Let his children be vagabonds, m& begj
And let thera seek their bread out of their
desolate places.
Let the extortioner catch all that ha hathj
And let strangers make spoil of his labor.
Let there be non� to extend kindness unto him;
Heither let there be any to have pity on his
fatherless children.
Let his posterity be cut off;
In the generation following let their name b�
blotted out.
Let the iniquity of his fathers be reraerabered
with Jehovah;
And let not the sin of his mother be blotted out.
Let theia be before Jehovah continually.
That he may cut off the memory of thera froia th�
earth;
Because he remembered not to show kindness.
But persecuted the poor and needy laan.
And the broken in heart, to slay therai.
Tea, he loved cursing, and it cai�e unto him;
And he delighted not In blessing, and it was far
from him.
He clothed himself also with cursing as with his
garment.
And it csuEO into hi� inward parts like water.
And like oil into his bones.
Let it bs unto him as the raiment wherewith he
covereth hliHself ,
And for the girdle wherewith h� Is girded con*
tinually.
This is the reward of mine adversaries frc^a
Jehovahj,
And of them that speak evil against lay soul,
{vss, 5-20)
The lie-elian Interpretation.
Oesterly. Th� picture here is that of a court scene,
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and eonsists alsiost solely of Imprecations. The Judge is a
wicked man, and an accuser or adversary stands at the ri^t
hand of the enemy. Th� Hebrew word, satan, adapted in th�
New Testament &s the personal Devil, is never used as a
proper name in the Old Testasent."^-^ Th� entire imprecation
ifelch seecis to deal with the family of th.e enemy does not
express ill-will against them as persons, but is an expres
sion of th� desire for the death of the enemy. '^^ The words
of verse eight are quoted in Acts 1:20, in application to
Jadas Iscar lot, and hence this Psalm became knowa as the
Psalimis Iscarlotua in the- early Church. '^^ Th� retribution
of God upon the enemy is to be those things whleh he did to
the psalmist (vss. 16-20).
Althouigh God is recognised as the One who will bring
the retribution to pass, this Ppalra belongs to raagical texts
rather than to religious literature*' Thes� imprecations
are uttered by the psalmist himself, sud eannot be attributed
to a recitation of the curses of the enemy against th� psalm
ist. "^"^ The only extenuation ^ich aay be advanced for these
^^Oesterly, o|3. cit^.* P� k^9'>
'^^Ibid.. p. 1^60.
"^^Ibld.
"^"^Ibld.
t�rrlbl� santisients Is the faot that the psalralst f�lt that
his enemies were the enemies of the righteous md of �od,
Homver, the intense personal natur� of this Psalm greatly
predoiTiinate�, and therefore destroys to a large degree the
7 Avalidity of tha extenuation, It was early reeognlzed
that this Psala was unfit for use in worship, and was used
by the mediaeval Jews as a sovereign reuaedy against the
iiachlnations of an eneiay,*^^
gwald. This Psalm may well be written by the psalm
ist of Psalm 69, for it proceeds in th� same gloocsy aad
serious vein* Thl^ is presumably beoaus� a fresh severe
perseeution and ealumny hav� been added. It is certain,
ifeoever th� psalmist may be, that this Psalj� was written
dxaring th� dispersion, under severe and dangerous conditions*'�^
ProBi the beginning of th� imprecation, it is clearly
inferred that the poet was Innocently condemned by a heathen
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prince through the influence of an opponent and accuser.''
Much of the imprecation, verses 8, 1^, and 1.^, seem to deal
'^^Ibid,. p. k$3.
"^^Ibid,
^%wald, o�. eit., p. 72.
^^Xbld>. p, 76.
m
with that which has happened to th� poet.^^ Verses 1?-X9
are imprecations hurled by the poet against an outstanding
foe, and ask that the evil of the foe be returned upon his
own head*
These Imprecations are the result of a bitter calxutiny
whleh a religious associate in exile ha� worked, The more
highly piety in th� religion of Jehovah was esteemed at that
time, th� Eior� -the falsa charges of the perfidious wicked
worked injury. So the poet presents a picture of a man w!io
is deeply trustful of God, but at the sasae time feels so
deeply wronged that he Is impelled to thrust forth the strong
est and longest imprecation found in th� Fs&.1mbJ^^
The Form-Critic Interpretation.
Buttenweiser. Wille this Psalra has been made the ob
ject of both Bjuch adverse coiraent and charitable apology for
the bitter imprecations contained therein, this has been un
necessary* Heither ha� it been neoessary for the forced and
strained interpretation which would make the toiprscat Ion�
the utterances of the enemy against the psalmist. '-^ The so-
02
"^Ibid., p. 73,
'"^^Ibid.
'^^Buttenweiser, o�. cit,, p. 7l|0,
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lutlon of this moral difflcultj is simple, for "it is eer^
tain beyond doubt that verses 6-19 cannot originally have
been a component part of verse� 20-31,''^^ These Im
precations are an organic 'fe&ole, and are in an entirely
different spirit than the other verses. Therefore, verse�
1*5# 20-31 jaust be designated as Psalm 109A, while verses
6-19 are regarded as 109B,�'^
Psalm 109A Is an outstandingly spiritual prayer of
surpassing beauty. The attack of th� enemy upon his nation
has caused him to pray, in the corporate sense, for the sal
vation of his people. !Kiis ptb.jbt Is in language strikingly
siiailar to the sentiment and phraseology of Psalia 69 � The
iise of rare words mid thougtits shows that this Psalis, if not
written by the same poet as Fsalsss 69, was at least written
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at th� saise time.
Psalm 109B is simply a eurae from a bitter man. Th�
original beginning of th� curs� has been lost, but it la not
needed to judge the quality of this piece of literature.
There need be only one more coMsent upon 109B�it should be
deleted from the Petal ter.�^
''^^Ibid., p. 7i|l.
�^'Ibld.
^^IMd.. p. 71^3.
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Leslie. This PsalBj arises from a heart full of sor
row and heaviness. Th� psalmist has eoae to the sazictuary
to pray about th� grouiidloas aecusstions which are being
hurled at hi� by the �vil men who attack hi�. However^ the
psalmist's soul is too heavy to pray at first, so he relieves
his p@nt<*up emotioi^ by a recitation of the charg;�s brought
against him by his enemies,
SciiEiidt has clearly shown that verses 6-19 ar-e not a
part of th� psa3j�lst*s prayer, but a recitation of the
charges vSiieh have been preferred against hl23i.*^^ H� is ac
cused of many evil deeds, not th� least of which is black
magic %^ioh was the means used to bring th� death of a poor
and needy man who had heart trouble (vs� 7)�^'^ The recita
tion of the curses of the psalmist*� accusers comes to an
end with verse 19� and he calls down upon th�tn the very curaas
vftileh they would bind upon hi^ (vs. 20) ."^^
Having relieved his soul of th� tensions @nd sorrows
idaich made it so heavy within him, the righteous psalmist
ends his petition upon a vow of thanlcsgiviag based upon his
confidenee that the Lord will rescue hiis in his crisis.
^^Lesli�, o�. cit., p. 388.
"^�^Ibid.. p. 389�
'^^Ibid., p, 390,
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�11. PSALM ONE HUHDRiiD TIIIRTY-SSTSN
?^.^,^t of the ImfirQcatlonjs .
Remesaher, 0 Jehovali, against the children of
Sdoir.
The day of Jerusaleuij
Who said. Rase it, rase it, even to the founda
tion thereof.
0 daughter of Babylon, that art to be destroyed,
Happy shall he be, that rewardeth thee
As thou hast served us.
Happy shall he be, that taketh and dasheth thy
little ones
Against the rock.
{vss. 7-9)
The Hej^ellan Interpretation �
Oesterly. The scene is in the city of Jerusalem,
soon after th� 3?eturn of the exiles* Her� the psalialst,
surrotmded by a grottp of acquaintances �ho had stayed in
Jerusalem, tells of sob� of his experiences at Babylon. One
of these experienees involved th� desire of the captors to
hear some raore singing by the Jews, not realizing that thes�
were songs of Jehovah.
The vital religious fervor of this returned Jew Is
seen in his curs� whleh he called down upon himself (vss. ^,
6), if he should fail in his observance of the things of God.
His indignation that these isiptident captors did not realize
that Jemsalera was the plac-e to worship Jehovah was tmbounded.
It would be a violation of the sanctity of God's dwelling
plac� ? ^3
oii.
:)d to rei:: ;.; . ,
^lent for -jotlir..:-
" ' '
^- � -
.
:.ti'iish"
Ills itsajor
sense ... . :j Jeho'f/alij, ,.iiB Otis who S 1aughtered th�
little on�\ o:*" - bylon.
Tliis Is comprehensible J f. . ideritiflod
this destroyer of Babylon ae the destroyer of
While this concept ir:ay bo vu.^-.eiatood, it nay no'/er be con-
doned� : said of it i;:. ;als
a yielding to hui'aan passiom� Th,ero is a raal c
tween the devotion to God':/ � :ol,e and tho oa'.
naBie of roliglo-oc bless inf; - -
talionis was not Intended to be earri : is far*"^'^' The
dominant note of ths "^B&lri^ hi,,;/u/ j-pg 1b trulT
telling of the faith and loyalty of those ^jho h-ad 'j. Lheir
place of worship, hi'.t stayed true to God in th
� the
temptations of a fo_u/. .a land.
Swald. The psalii-rilst here �xclalms in oiirill of
'^^osBterly^ od* cit,, p. 5
^^Ibid., p. t^i-G.
''Ibid., pp. 5i|.8-.t5[i.9 ,
1|7.
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fresh release and return from �aiile. Ther� is mixed feeling
in thia Psalm, altemating frora a thrill at seeing Jerusalem
for the first time sine� th� captivity, and the still bitter
resentaaent at the mocking requests of the Babylonians that
th� Jews praise their aod.^^
The resentment conquers th� religious feeling moment-
tar ily, and the psalroist seeks God's revenge upon the enemies
which had done these terrible things . Since the city of
Babylon was destroyed by Darius In $16, and the psalmist
refers to the ceding destruction of Babylon, this Psalm mast
be dated before .^16 B. C,^'^ The practice of infanticide was
th� practice among victorious peoples of the day, and thia
is the origin of th� wish in verse nine.
'
The Fom*Gritic Interpretat ion .
Buttenweiser. This Psalia comes frora the heart of con
quering Babylon, uhere the exiled Jews daily suffered koc kery
at their religion. "Daughter of Babylon" is a reference to
the entire dominion of Babylon, not merely the capital. Since
verse nine thus clearly shows that Babylon had not fallen as
a power to Persia, it must be admitted that this Psalis is a
^^Ewald, o�. cit.. p. 173.
^'^Ibid.a p. 17i^,
^ Ibid.., p. 176.
product of the exile, not the restorat : .
It is a priceless doeuraent for the ur 0 of
tho \-lc attitudes, dra -^ortrtr
lessness "w^ilch is true to life� It talli::,.. 1
tells of the reaction r-^-e '-'^o t;.:-.; to the df-: ': f th�
nation *
Verily, like these bones
~s the whole house of Israeli
'"heir say. Our bones are dry, our .hope
;xrs iniined~- (Szekiel 37ill)-^^
3 is lost *
tilat is, spiritually as well as iiiciu6x'xcii.iy � Instai'lc >3S of
. V_ , .pair inay be multipliad, r/:. is sun:
'
. .. to
sriov c 1 'jci oi - o'C 3-tj r. ..i-i ., ,. . .. che destruction
of >.ox -..^i... ti.ie con'utji of i^'eligion aiiu .^...uae of Jeh.ovaii.
The Jews would not have tr^ "
'
it a profe; �n to
t-
,
. : of Jehovali in Babylon, but would r&tii.OT l.iav�
thought it to be a j', x vx- the world oJ em-
bodied in these songs had ceased to -
country, itulnod sjid des ^ . , . ...iOe was that
of revenge �q;aal to the.; ut.^ ^x':.,.o g ion v.itit,ed ,
Th^se i. . n" ,. ; � -.�-3 viowea in
�
. '^"hey
COiUO I'POIi'; ci Cio. ..... . . , .iii tnies nossibil-
ity ^ni^-.'^ ^.i-isy Blight ^ '^u uxit^s-.^ t, .-.x. ,i..n; 0'.....^.=. *
.^nweisor, pp� eit., ..;.^7 �
J 01 _
iDic, p,, 220.
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Lea 11� � Frcm the Diaspora, Bome-Mtoer� between Babylon
and Jerusalem, corses this congregational lament It was
created for the celebration of the fast of the ninth of Ab,
recalling, according to Rabbinic tradition, the destruction
of the Te^B^ple at the fall of Jerusalon.-'"^-^
Opening with a poetic narrative of an episode i^ich
took place in Babylon, vdiere the defiling captors demanded
that a song of Zion be sung, th� poem moves Into a deep
lament. For a Jew to sing a Zion song in the land of his
Irreverent captors, for their coarse aiausement, was to com-
ait sacrilege. Thus, the psalMlst calls down upon himself
an imprecation in honor of Jerusalem. I^is then becomes a
cossnon feature of congr�(Rational laments, a wish for revenge.
Treacherous Sdo� first falls under that curse, closely
followed by Babylon. G^rief is followed by revenge, Xiftiich is
then followed by hate. The temper of these words is far be
low the love of Christ, and shows how far the religion of a
pious Jew peinsltted him to go in his feelings. There are
three forms i^ich the lisprecatlons of verses ^-9 takes. The
first (5-6) is a conditional wish, the second (?) a petition
to the Lord, and the third (0-9) the blessing of that nation
^^'^'Leslie, Q�. cit,, p. 256.
103-^Ibid,
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which will destroy the Chaldeans .-^^^^
The Hof^elian Conclusions.
The Psalms are generally to be c -3arly
Maccabean period. It is additted, however ^ :. i^.-.e-re are
very often difficulties in the . :-lve�: , ..:.:e
an exact .... ^ .. .
-
ess ibl .. ^ greatest dlf�
f ieulties in dating lie in oho b.n-^L.ox corrup .i :
vague or . ersriCes to plc.c-- ;n, v.hlle
emendat ions ai . . slnl. It iu. ar�
oft;v .....v __.-^n_ ^ - w.- -ui'.:. "..J.:. ussnt forr.. t
genuin 1;., .yre ap .''1 theolog-
ical concepts as mono the isr., it bee .. .Loss
has been nL;.,..o;_ n;. ;.c-.hi:^.. ;. ..-^ ... ---^"-^ n- h i J �
- V j, j-r redactor.
Bsen xn o . n. . .. t.t.ie vate \/opehlp
patterns. The in^a.^, x-.:.n... v..:........n..^ ^^r c......:.
causes il^.nn. that ti:-3y . h.vidual.
speaking his oonplc . . .
'
.;n.� .^Jority
~ j," _ .-..o
neither
V .0.0 nor profitable t'
. . lar-ient
'J-bld,, p. S'aCj.
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tor the ritual precludes this possibility*
While much effort has been made at refinement of these
^s alius for the ritual, many crude concepts are still apparent.
Outstanding among these -surviving beliefs is the belief in the
power of the spoken word, While it Is seen that the Hebrew
religion had developed to the place where God was credited
with empowering the spoken word, many of these imprecations
must be regarded as n^ieal formulae. Other of these Fsalias
show traces of a legal procedur� in which G-od is called upon
to act as a Judge. The imprecations In thes� Psalms are es
pecially valuable In determining the stage of religloiis
development which had been reached in the Hebrew religion.
While the morality of th� imprecation is xmaceeptable, it
may be understood as a product of the tirces^ and judged ac
cordingly* Throxigh interpreting the concepts of these Psalms,
it is possibl� to fit thera into the evolutionary framework as
proposed in th� Hegelian view of history.
The Forai-Critia Conclusions ,
These Psalias, as does th� remainder of the Psalter,
show the heavy hand of th� editor. Because these Psalms have
been edited so extensively, it is necessary to rearrange the
verse structure, that the original meaning of th� poetry may
be understood.
This poetry cannot be assigned any specific date, for
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tixe extensive editing and the neoessitj of rearrangfment
makes this an, impossible task, Miy assignment of historical
occasion Is quite arbitrary and fanciful* The text of th�
Psalms gives no support to such an assignment*
However, this does not preclude the possibility of
aaklng general assignments, �specially within broad periods.
Here, the content and ssessag� of the Psalms makes it possible,
if an adequate consideration of form and concent is employed.
In interpreting the imprecations of these PsaljJis, it
is seen that the development of the religious concepts de
mands, in the main, assignment to the early post-exlllc
years. However, there are a number of imprecations itiich
ar� fragments from other laments of an earlier period. All
these imprecations must be considered in th# light of the
morality of the times, and th� frailities of human nature.
It is hard to deterailn� the time in itihtch these fragmentary
laments were written becaus� there is little historical
reference In these Psalms.
The pronounced lack of direct historical reference
in tho Psalter may seem strange to thos� s-tudying tha Psalms,
but it need not surprise one if it Is borne in mind that the
h^jibook has been purged and cleansed of all personal refer
ences, 'itfhlle it is obvious that these Psalms are extremely
personal in appeal, two factors must be recognised before
ooi^reet Interpretation is mad� possible. First, most of the
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psalsilsfca were speaking in the sense of the corporate per
sonality, voioing th� laiaent of th� cosnn.unlty . Secondly,
th� above-mentioned editing had divested thaaa of any truly
personal referenoe.
Precisely for this reason, a new approach as embodied
in the Porsa-Critic study, must be Eiade to these and other
Paalms. It must be recognised that these songs originate In
the religious cult and are associated with the worship of
the ccffimunity. Any classification and Interpretation must
proceed from this frame of ref�rence.'^^^
^^^John Paterson. The yraiaes of Israel (lew York?
Charles Serlbner's Sons, 1:^0 ), p. 29.
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I. m ETANGILICAL SXSIGESIS
Psalia Thirty-five.
In tills "'salri, David prays deliverance from enemies.
On the surface, the terrible imprecations found her� are
entirely within the realm of the unethical. "Let them be
put to shame and brought to dishonour that seek after my
soul: Let them be turned back and confounded that devise
my hurt" {vss, k, "Let their way be darlmess and slip
pery places, and the angel of Jehovah pursuing them** (vs, 6).
"Let them be put to shame and confounded together that re
joice at my hurt: Let them be clothed with shame and
dishonour that magnify themselves against me" {vs, 26).
These imprecations are fierce and terrible. However, closer
study of this Psalm brings out th� fact that there is good
reason for David's prayer. These men are evil, wicked and
ungrateful. They would cause David to fall without cause.
"For without cause have they digged a pit for my soul. For
without cause have they hid for me their net in a pif* (vs.
7), "They reward me evil for good, to th� bereaving of my
soul. But as for me, wben they were sick, my clothing was
sackcloth: I afflicted my soul I'd.th fasting. . .1 behaved
myself as though it had been my friend or brother" (vss, 12-
Thus, these evil doers had forfeited David's friendship.
This was not the only reason that David prayed for destruction
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upon tho enerales who surrounded hira, David was th� evident
ehasiplon of right, as represented here, and his enemies were
the er.ponent� of evil. For this reasohj, dod was implored to
intervene in David's just behalf, -chat it night prove to be
an example to those �vtio observed th� struggle, ''Let them
shout for joy, and be glad, that favor my righteous cause:
Yea, let them say continually, Jehovah be magnified, '.vlio
hath ples-sur� in the prosperity of his servant** {vs, 27 )�
Th� vindication of David's cause and th� destruction of his
enemies was not desired for selfish grounds, but that the
cause of righteousness might be forwarded, and that God's
people might see that i*ight truly does triumph over evil,
'^And my tongue shall talk of thy righteousness and of thy
praise all the day long" (vs, 28), David's praise wotild
mount up that God's cause had been vindicated, not tiiat his
personal enemies had been destroyed,
Ps alrg Fifty�"five.
David once again is beset by enemdes. To properly
understand this Psalm, the baokgroimd must be considered,
"According to tradition, the P�alm is connected wii^ Absalom's
rebellion, and the 'familiar friend' in vers� %k is named
^Itophel in the Targvasi and B-bhics of the Fathers , "^ This
Cohen, The Psalms (London, England; Sonclno
Press, 19^0), p. iJS: �
*
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IS a prayer of a raan vfru.
aiid the result Is a bitter -T--.
'
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death conie suddenly unon Vcier.:^ let then p;o - . - �- � - ^ - .-
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'
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rebellion the subject of this Psalie, David's xoiirity of
motive may be seen even iKore clearly, David desired that
no harm befall his rebellious son, even though lauch suffer
ing had been caused by Absalom's sin. Despite the seemingly
terrible iBipr�cat ions, David's motives in this Psalm, and in
his later actions, are in complete haiiEony vrith the principle
found in both the Old and the Hew Testaments, "Vengeance is
Mine, I will recompense, saith the Lord.'" David shows the
same spirit of trust in God's eventual destruction of the
wicked in this Psaim as he does in his other Psaltes,
Fs a111 i--'lf ty�nins ,
On this occasion, Saul had sent watchers to guard the
house of David that they isight kill hir�i at the first op
portunity. David appeals to Ood to save him from the wicked
and is confident that he is innocent. His irjiocence is ap
pealed to as proof that God will hear and answer his prayer.
"Deliver me from the workers of iniquity, and sav� lae from
the bloodthirsty men. . .They run and prepare themselves
without mj fault" (vss. 2, I}.). David's enemies say that God
will not hear the prayers of a rir^teous man. "For ^o, say
they, doth hear?" These practical atheists are guilty of
eurslnf-i and lying, evidently having falsely vilified David
to sotaaon�, probably King Saul (vs. 12). David aslcs that
these sinners be punished for their cursing and lying, and
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On this high apirit\ial note, thi� PsaliR @nds� Wh�n vi�Med
In th� proper light, the imprecations found in this PsalE-i
are not ethically difficult.
Psalm Sixty-'nine.
The ethical iropltcations of this PsalK must h@ alao
understood in th� proper perspective. This Psalm Is tradi
tionally ascribed to Bavid, although it Is clalnod by soia� to
have been writton by Jeromiah.^ Th� critical assigmnent of
authorship is not important to th� discussion of the contents
of the PsalEi, hoii^ver-. The author is in great troubl�, as Is
related In verses on� throu^ three. The persecutions of
his hi^an enemies is without cause, but they are laany and
powerful. Th� object of these enemies is to ccKrapletely
destroy the author. Hvidently th� �nemies are in positions
of authority, and ar� abusing that pover. "That iJhlch I took
not away I hav� to restore" (vs. I4.). The author admits that
he ha� been at fault, and is not sinless, but demands that
God punish hisi, and that thes� �nemieis be stricken for pre
suming upon aod�s prerogative. Truly th� imprecations foimd
in the passage of verses twenty-two throu,::^ twenty-eight ar�
^Ibld.> p. 219.
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rierce, but are the product of deep personal anguish, eoia-
pomded by his reproach from God and th� unjust treatsient at
the hands of the persecutors, as described in verses seven
teen throu^ twenty-one. Two reasons ar� given by the psalm
ist for the destruction of his enerales. "For they persecute
hiss ^oaa thou hast smitten; and they tell of the pain of
those whom thou hast wounded." (vs. 26) In this first con-
deimation, the psnlmlst tells of th� malice that is wrought
upon th� one whosm God was chastening, and claims that these
evil ones are boasting that 0od had given the� th� power to
inflict pain upon hiiB. The second condemnation concerns tim
faialllar plea that th� success of the evil ones will dis
courage the righteous .
Let not them that wait for the� be put to shame
through me, 0 Lord Jehovah of hosts:
L�t not thos� that seek the� b� brought to dis*
honour through me, 0 God of Israel.
Because for thy sake I hav� bom� reproachf
Shame hath covered lay face. (vss. 6, 7)
Then David is- filled with the joy of the Lord, and speaking
In th� prophetic future, tells of th� iMsianent trlusiph of
rl^teousness over evil. "The meek have seen it, and are
glad} Ye that seek after God, let yo^lr heart live. For
Jehovah hear�^ th� needy, and desplseth not His prisoners"
(vss. 32* 33)- Despite th� terrible imprecations, -vtiieh
lose their fierceness to a great degree when viewed in th�
light of th� great strxagf l� between right and �vil as de-
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plcted her�, this psalJaist Is able to �nd his prayor on a
hi^ note of hopeful praise.
ggalai Ei^^;hty-three.
Israel is faced with a coalition of deadly and ancient
foes. The cause for the call of Jehovah Is seen In the first
two verses. God is called to arise, and not to hold His
peace, for His �nemies male� a tuiault and those that hat� Uim
are bestirring themselves to cause evil. Th� attack upon
Israel is incidental in the view of th� psalmist, for h�
sees that these heathen nations have consented with on� ae-
cord to laak� a covenaait against Clod {vss. k� 5). 1'he first
group of impreeations 1� found in verses nine throuf^i twelve,
yto.�n past victories of God over Israel's foes ar� recalled
to aieMory* The call is to do unto these rebels even as was
done unto those who in th� past said, **L�t us take to our*
selves in possession th� habitation of dod" (vs. 12). Th�
second group of trapreeations found in this Psalm is seen in
verses thirteen through eighteen. Here the steil� of destruc
tion is th� forces of God in nature, and this destruction is
called down upon th� heads of the enemies for a very definite
purpose. Ther� Is nothing personally vengeful In th� language
of th� psalmist when he asks that God pursue thera with th�
tempest, and terrify them with His storm, and to fill th�tr
faces with confusion (vss. 1$, 16). The remainder of vers�
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sixteen is vital to understanding the purpose of the psalmist
in calling for God's destructive power: "That they might
seek Thy name, 0 Jehovah." This attack by the oitlless
strong 1� an attack on God's people and a rebellion against
th� moral kingship of God in th� world. For this reason,
the psalRilst says in verses seventeen and eighteen, that if
th� people will not repent trem their evil, and will not
learn from th� humiliation which God will bring about, then
they must perish and be confounded. Only in tbis way will
th� people know that those who rebel against God's moral
authority in th� world will receive swift retribution. It
is 1^� struggle of old between ri^t�ousn�ss and evil, with
the lesson of th� eventual triwph of right vtiich siust b�
tau^t one� more.
Psalm One Hundred and Mine.
Th� first fiv� verses of this Psalia are @l�arly th�
psalralst In ccsaiaunlon with God, telling of the difference In
morality and right�oiisness between his adversaries and hin-
self. Therefore, the psalmist has called upon God to "hold
not thy peace, as found in vers� on�. Although the first
five verses are cl�ar in their authorship, verses sixteen
through twenty are open to various interpretations. One
interpretation holds that the psalmist is the one uttering
his imprecations against the adversaries. Th� other, and
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sesEiingly more plausible interpretation, holds that thes�
imprecations com� from the lips of th� ones who are th� un
just adversaries. Verse five is clearly th� psalmist sp�aklng
of his enemies, using the plural pronoun. However, all through
th� next fifteen varses, or th� section of isnprecations, th�
singular pronoun Is used. Thus, It would seero obvious that
th� psalmist is reciting th� list of accusations against him,
and th@n going on In th� twenty-first verse forward, asking
that Jehovah help hiiH, If on� Interprets the Imprecations as
coining from the psalmist, on� Is faced with th� task of pro
viding an explanation for th� use of th� singular pronoun.
This isay b� don� by pointing out the possible us� of th�
pronoun in th� collect iv@ or the distributive sense. Th� im
precations used by the psalmist ar� mild in comparison to
thos� used by his enemies, and they are not for his own glory.
Th� judgBient of Jehovah is sought that th� �vil rai^ht be put
to sharae, and that th� true servant of God might rejoice at
the si^t of th� salvation which comes frora the God who
stands at the "right hand of th� needy, to sav� him froisi
them that judg� his soul" (vs. 31) �
Whichever of the two Interpretations is taken, thes�
Imprecations laay be satisfactorily explained. If it is th�
liBpr�catio'ns of th� wicked against th� unjustly accused
righteous, these ar� to be expected from thos� lAo hat� the
way of God and all who follow In them. On the other hand,
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If th� righteous psalmist is the on� who gives vent to his
wrath, this wrath is declared against th� evil of his �nemies .
The psalmist is not presiding to declar� that the eneiaies ar�
wicked, but ask� God to Judg� between his enerales and him
self. ��But deal Thou with m�, 0 Jehovah the Lord, for Thy
na3ne�s sake" (vs, 21). The naiae of God signifies His nature,
so therefor�, justl�� will naturally com� forth as a raanl-
festation of th� righteous God. Th� list of sins viiieh th�
wicked had eormHitt�d, if th� wicked enemies are th� object
of th� isiprecations , ara good grounds for their destruction.
To the psaljQist in this passage, the �vil must have been
seen to be an integral part of his eneiaies* nature, and
therefor�, God in righteousness will deal with the evil ones.
One� again, th� wrath is not against the evil ones, per se�
but against th� �vil of their nature and actions. In a com
parison between himself and the enemies, th� author is
willing to trust to th� Lord, and will lean upon Hira, Th�
mercy of the Lord is invoked, for th� psatoist is weak and
needy, and the Lord is His one hope.
Thus,, whichever of thee� two interpretations of th�
imprecations of this Psalra is preferred, th� contrast be
tween good and �vil, and the hope of th� righteous in the
Lord, is th� dominant theme. Although this author prefers
to interiOret th� '"'salra as a t3rpe of supplication in which
th� just grievances are listed, and the wicked accusations
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of th� evil ones recited to God, th� mjor-
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the perpetrator of this ruin of his beloved city. If th�
eighth vorse were to be put into modern parlance and thoup;ht,
it probably would read, "Babylon, you are going to be de
stroyed, and anything that you receive at the hand of yoxu?
destroyer will b� in payment for th� treatment which you
gav� to Israel. Any treatnent you receive will bs in pay*
sent for your cruelty and destructiveness at th� fall of
Jerusalem." Th� ninth verse is the most difficult of all
to �icplaln. However, if it is possibl� to put oneself in
the plac� of th� mourning psalislst, and thus to establish
a sympathetic relationship, an understanding might b�
achieved. The Imprecation is a terrible one, and ther� can
be no denial of that fact. However, th� murder of infants
v/as a co2iBion practice in th� warfare of that day, and the
Babylonians were guilty of that ^monstrosity in the pillag�
of Jerusaleai. Therefore, even as th� psalmist had seen the
future hop� of his nation slaughtered, so he rejoiced in
th� anticipation of the removal of the Babylonian race. It
is not a pretty pictiir� v^leh is drawn, but war is not
pretty. There is nothing beautiful about evil in its re�
solved form, and force must be used to overcoia� entrenched
�vil. Although God is a God of love. He is also a God of
wrath, sure and holy. To limit God to love is to destroy
th� moral rul� of th� universe. Th�s� Babylonians had been
used by God to purge His people, but they had far exceeded
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in cruelty and ruthless hatred the hound which God had set.
This was to be their punishnent. As a man who lived in
times in which God had not fully revealed Himself throufrh tlx�
Incarnate Word, the psalmist doubtless expressed himself In
harsh and hasty words. The question still stands to challenge
the smug religious culture of the West, "What would you do
In th� psalaiist's situation?" Th� "Christian" West may not
express thsKselves in harsh words, but the actions ar� often
isor� deplorable than these words. Those who hav� suffered
greatly and lost imioh are not quick to condejm other suffer
ers in their grief.
II. EVAhC-ELICAL COKGLnSIOHS
These ar� the most important of the Imprecatory
Psalms, Although ther� ar� other Psalms which generally
coaa� irnder this title, they are excluded from consideration
in this study throu^ lack of space. Their importane� is
minor, for the type is well-represented in the major Ifj-
precatory Psalms already examined.
In th� above consideration of these Psalms, certain
facts stand out in bold relief, through the very consistency
and frequency with which they are to b� found in th� various
Psalios. A study of the Imprecatory Psalms would be incom
plete without a correlation of thes� facts into soin� broad
principles *
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Despite the terrific denimciation of the �nemies,
th�r� is no indication that th� Psalmist would have actually
carried out his threats. It is not at all certain that th�
writers would hav� wreaked vengeance. This is the first
principle to be observed when interpreting these Psalias. The
two fiercest of these Psalms are ascribed to David, Th� one
ascribing them to David saw no differenc� between David's
action in writing these Psalms, and the manifest raercy which
David showed vftien he had his worst �neiny in his power.^ At
on� of the Kost critieal tlKes of his life, David spared
Saul, hia enemy, when it was entirely in his power to kill
hi�. Despite the mercy shown to him, Saul perservered in
his atternpts to kill David. And, at a time sii^iliar to the
first, David spared Saul one� again. David was a man who
could express hii^raelf in loud words of harsh denunciation,
but vAien the time caine for enacting these words his basic
sens� of mercy and Korality prevented him from killing. In
other cases, bitt�r denunciation was followed by actual
mercy. David forbore to take the lif� of the worthless
Shimei, and although he was under no obligation to spare
th� life of Ishbosheth, he was willing to do so. In fact,
his mercy to his eneiaies extended to punishing by death
^Rollin H. l^'alker. The Modern hessa-e of the Psalms
(Cincinnati, Ohio: Abingdon Press, 193^5) ,~"p ."T^SIIT*
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the Lord, and Ee aball save the" (Prov- 20x22) � Thus, if
thes� ra@n were to remain true to the code and coiamandrtients
of their God, they could not m^ite with a spirit of revenge
in their hearts. It *rould have iron� against the very grain
of their morality. -^^ (It is noteworthy that David, for ex�
ample, did not damn the souls of th� energies, but sought
that God would carry out the moral or physical law ^loh ex-
presses His will.) On the contrary, they ^ote as repre
sentatives of the Living God, and as such, denounced th�
prevalent evil, David is an example of th� rodly man *^o
ssekB God�s aid in upholding the right. His enemies ware
not private enenieg, but enemies of th� kingdom. His de--
sir� to overthrow wickedness involved a greater desire that
righteousness might be established, Romans 13Jl~l4. is very
applioable at this point. The character of the �nemies laust
be taken into account, and yet, it seerag that the psalKtist
is not speaking of them In a personal sense, but of the evil
they commit. He does not attack their persons, but their
evil actions, and their actions are nointed out for just
12
punishipient , It is seen then that these Psaljns must be
"^%ibbard, o�. eit., p, 110,
11John Sharne, The Students Handbook to the Psalms
(London: Kyre and Spo11 iswoode , T89in7~pr'37^ .
12
liibbard, o�, eit., p. 113.
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Interpreted in the light of the character of the enemies,
the evil of their deeds, and laek of personal animosity on
the part of the psalmists, These men are spiritual in the
very core of their being, and could teach modern Christians
much in the way of prayer.
The value of the spiritual triumphs foimd in the
majority of these Psalns is the fifth principle necessary
for a fair judgment of these Psalms, If only the darker
side of these prayers is observed, much that is valuable Is
lost. The cireianstances surrounding these prayers are such
that few ^modern Christians have been forced to endure. These
prayers are a virtual fight against seemingly- insurmountable
odds, and a study of them ml^t well lead to a recovery of
the pEirt of request in prayer. These were men who "dared to
appear naked In their desire before God. "^-^ At the first
exsEsination, tiiese Psalaas seem to be supr^ely self-centered.
Yet almost always, these prayers end in a self- transcending
element of praise to God."^^ These were men who foimd actual
victory in their prayer to God, They were able >to believe
God, and to recognize His voice �4ien He spoke. Starting out
In great imprecations, these Psalmis grow In spirituality as
^Samuel Terrien, The Psalms iWev York: Bobbs-
i-errill, WS), p. I6i^.
^*^Ibld., p. 161.
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th.�j go along. It is tjplcal of the�� outcrys that they end
in a oalm, trustful note,-^^ These are outlets for inward
storms, persistent prayers whioh are examples of g:reat and
abiding faith. Viewed in this lipht, these Psalms become in
the majority of cases, great prayers in which the psalialst,
"turning from passionate imprecations against men finds sweet
solace from Ood, to \iham. he cries from out of his sorrow,
night and day." The trluMph of trust and praise in these
Psalms leads to the question of the true natiire of these
imprecations.
The only correct view of these imprecations is to
judge them in the light of the moral ends desired. In
achieving a proper understanding of thes� moral ends, one
must necessarily understand the Hebrew view of God, There
is a great gulf between the modem understanding of the
essential nature of God, and the understanding held both by
the Hew Testament writers and the Old Testament writers, J,
B, 'T'hillips expresses this ftindamental gap very Xx^ellt
They all had a tremendous sense of the over-
helming Moral Perfection of God, '^oday, when to
many people God is a vague benevolence with about
as rmoh moral authority as Father Christmas, this
may stri^ a strange. . .note, 16
�^^Alexander Maclaren, The Psalias (Oinclnnati, Ohio!
Jennings and Grah�a, 1892), pTT^*^
16
. ?� Pblllips, Letters to Yoimp Churches (Few
York; HacMillan Company, T^'^^), pT leXT
���
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� � .under the rigid Jewish Law, God was pre-
esninently the God of righteousness, i.e., moral
perfection. In thes� days %4ien the majority of
people assume God to be a vague easy-going Benevo
lence j it is difficult to appreciate the force of
� . .problem. If we are prepared to grant the abso
lute Moral Perfection of God, eternally aflame with
positive Goodness, Truth and Beauty, we can perhaps
understand that any fom of sin or evil cannot ap
proach God without Instant dissolution. 17
It is this dissolution of evil for t&ich the psalmists are
praying. Viewed in this light, the iraprecatic^s assume a
new si^ificance.
Society is indebted to these Psalms for bringing
forth the sense of fundmental decency and the fact that
God M3^t punish those who are persistent trainsgressors of
His long-range laws, "^^ey egress the truth that the psalm
ists found only after long, hard times of prayer and anguish.
It is only as this truth of necessary decency is brought out
that the principles and practices of love and mercy may be
safely advanced in sociaty,-^"'-^
Isftien viewed in the ll^t of the times, as is the com-
i^on defense of these imprecations, they may be very clearly
excused. The theology of that day was largely based upon
th� Law of Retribution.^^ Twporal rewards and punishments
3-7ibid., p. 1.
^%alk�r. o^. cit., p. 187.
^%harp�, op. cit.. p. 377.
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were looked for much ffior� in those days than in present times,
God had promised to give to the nation and individual ^o
obeyed Him great blessings. Those who were wicked were
thr&aten�d with great punishment. This was all geared to
a temporal econcfflay. Thus, the very power of God to promote
holiness was called into question by the prosperity of
wicked nations and individuals. It was this attribute of
unchanging holiness, and hatred for sin, which distinguished
Jehovah from the gods of th� swrounding nations. As has
been seen, the psalmists were not indulr:ing in mere personal
animosity, or calling down judgment upon the persons of
their enemies. The evil which seemed to be a very part of
the sinner's way of life was denounced. The establishment
of God's righteous rule was the object of these prayers and
efforts, and that involved the destruction of those i*too, In
spite of all warning, conspired to promote unrighteousness.
A close examination of these Psalms finds that the person
is attacked only tifcen tiaat person ha� consistently refused
to repent and serve, only when that person has beyond
reparation aligned himself with the forces of evil. These
enemies of th� psalmists denied th� active government of
God, and wer� also defective in social morality. Thus,
these enemies of th� psalmists were actually the enemies
also of God and of society as a whole.
A description of these enemies may be found scattered
throughout the Psalms. It has been the sad experience of the
psalmist that tiiese men were seenlm^ly congenltallj evil.
Duplicity is innate in them. Their "froward" heart leads
thera to oporess the widow, the stranger, the fatherless.
Their imaginations are constantly mlsehievous, and when In
power, the wicked "gathers himself for war," The wicked man
of the psalmist is mischievous, morally, socially and
relif-iously. Morally, he is a liar, a slanderer, a perjurer
and a hypocrite. The wicked are fo\md both in the plac� of
the lowly mi6. of the mighty, who continually perverts justice
into an Instrument of oppression. This stems directly from
th� fact that ther� is no fear in his heart toward the Lord,
and in fact, the wicked openly defies th� rcoral structure of
the universe by saying in blasphemous tems that God can
neither se� nor know of the �vll done, ITies� are th� vile
creatures against whom th� psalmist inveighs the judgment of
Contrasted to th� Moral Perfection found in God, this
evil must be �radioated quickly, Not only does this evil op
pose Itself against the personage of God, it causes the
righteous to go astray through t^ptation and despair, unless
checked. If the law were to be flouted openly, and punish
ment wer� not forthcoming to overcome the advsmtag� gained
^^Rappoport, o�. cit., pp. $o-$l.
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by tbe flouting of th� law, thora was little use in living
a moral llf� upon the earth. Thus, the good of Sod's kinr-
dom was at stake in these oases of flagrant evil. Through
the dofeotion of the righteous, evil would make great in
roads in the Imid. Therefore, these violent iiirarecations
against evil, showing the great concern for the kingdom of
God on the part of the psalmists.
Despite the great iariprecations on the part of the
psalmists, it is noteworthy to se� that there was no attempt
to regulate this punishment, Th� essence of the prayers of
the psalmists was that right would triianph over evil. The
desir� for swift retribution was subordinate to th� will of
God, It is saf� to say then, in view of th� great Moral
Perfection of God, that those imprecations despite th� violent
nature, wer� actually coanapatible to that time, showing a
healtdiy instinct for justice, a desir� for the establishment
of righteousness, and for th� manifestation of the glory of
22
God. This also is a necessary principle to observe in the
intemretation of the Iinpreoatory Psalms.
If thas� Psaljae wer� suitable for those days, ther�
ts no reason to believe that ttiey would not be suitable for
present times. Although it is doubtful that such violent
^%ibbard, o�. cit., p. 112,
22
Sharp�, o�. cit., p. 373.
language would be used today, there is expressed a sentiment
in these Psalms idilch is much nobler than a r-ere feeble in
difference to evil in the world, or acquiescence to this
evil, ^2 This sentiment, this noble desire for th� perpetra
tion of justice, and the glorification of God, was ^^Iven
directly by Insp juration of God, This is the final, and most
iiaportant principle to be observed in th� interpretation of
these Psalms,
To the critical Conservative, there Is no roora for
th� evolutionary hypothesis for the development of th� Bible,
Although expressed differently in different ages, due to th�
influence of progressive revelation, morality is ever th�
same, for th� Author continues unchanged. These Ps alms ar�
not to be accounted for on t^e grounds that th� Old Testa
ment is of inferior morality, nor that th� partial ignorance
led to indulgences in moral disposition and sentiment con
trary to sound piety. If inspired, these Psalins ar� in
sympathy with divln� purity and benevolence. If they are
not inspired, they show good argi^ent against other inspira
tion. The way to see that these Psalms ar� truly inspired
is to compar� there with tho morality revealed in ths Hew
Testament,
^^Willt^ Barton, The Pealms and ^'heir Story (Chicago,
Illinois: Pilgrim Press ,~T^W)', "dV
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CHAFPHR 71
AH ANALYSIS OF TME VALIDITY OP THE CONCLUSIONS
It is th� purpose of this chapter to examine the con
clusions reached by the Liberals and the Evangelicals. This
examination of the different conclusions will include, ^en
necessary, an examination of the procedures by ^ich th�
conclusions were reached.
This analysis is made to show thos� areas of strength
and weakness in both Liberal ^d Evangelical thought. This
too will necessitate an �xaraination of the validity of th�
procedures used.
It has^ been l@ft to th� reader to ccsipare th� strengths
and weaknesses of the conflicting views. The analysis has
not been mad� to regiment thought, or support personal pre
suppositions, but to prov id� means whereby the problems of
the Isiprecatory Psalms might be resolved by th� Individual.
An Analysis of ahe Liberal Conclusions.
The Hegelian Conclusions^ In Hegelian philosophy,
the two great groups of religious trichotomies ar� held to
sup-oly the answers for all questions of religious develop
ment. Ther� can he no doubt of the significance of Hegel �s
influence \3^n th� relifjlous thought of the modem world.
As Mackintosh has said, ^'Hegel is still recognized by writers
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on th� History or Selene� of Religion as th� first great
Master of that new and difficxalt study. ""^ The groupings
^lich have been proposed are very suggestive, and his out
lines show great detail of thought. When one criticizes
Hegel and his results, it iHust b� don� with the constant
thought In mind that her� is a giant among philosophers and
thinkers .
Nevertheless, certain areas of d�flciency ar� evident
in Hegelian thought. The first criticispi must apply to th�
Heg�lian syst^ as a ^ole, rather than specifically to th�
study of thes� Ijiprecatory Psalms. 'This is not to say that
the criticism is not valid for th� Hegelian interpretation
of thes� Psalms.
In th� Hegelian groupings of religion in relation to
history, there ts th� ever-present possibility of error
through lack of sufficient detail. When an assertion is
mad� concerning th� origin of a religious custcss or belief,
and that assertion has th� authority of only philosophical
presuppositions* or Hegelian groupings, to b� specific,
ther� is always danger that subsequent historical findings,
which can be shown to be true and factual, will disprove
that assertion. In many instances, further research in
archeology has shown that Hegelian groupings do not always
C. W. Rishell, The Higher Criticism (New YorkJ
Saton and Mains, IB96), p. uf.
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prove valid in specific instances.
As applied to Hebrew religion, these archeological
findings show that Hebraic thought as expressed in the Bible
often transcends those periods to which they have been
assigned in Hegelian thoii.^^ht. An example of this may be
seen in the Hegelian Insistence upon the Hebraic religious
evolution from fertility cults. Modem archeology has shown
that at an early time in Hebrew history there was a freedom
frora fert'-lity gods, ^d that thes� gods had been introduced
as & later innovation.
As applied to the Imprecatory Psalms, it may be seen
that the Hegelians often hav� a tendency to be arbitrary in
their assignment of the Psalms to the different periods. Too
often emendations are introduced in the text which cannot be
supported by historical facts, but must be derived from
philosophleal principles. In the same way, glosses are oft�n
claimed vfeere there is only an Hegelian presupposition to
support thes� claims �
It is a ma^or fault of th� Hegelian philosophy of
history that it puts all time upon a schedule riuch as a rail
way dispatcher's office. As Edwin Lewis, hiinself a Liberal,
has said, "To cancel out these impredlctabilities (of
history) by subscribing to a Spinozlstic determinism or a
p
^Wrc. P, Albright, Archeology and the ReliKioh of
Israel (Baltimore: Johns i; oukins Press , I9I4.6 ) , n . 113 �
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a Hegelian dlaleetlsBi Is to put apriorlsBi above simple ob
servation and simple experience , . . .The consistency of
logic 13 well enough, and for its own purposos it is \iseful
enough, but llf� nowhere perfectly matches it,"^ One wlfrht
add that spiritual life also n@v�r perfectly matches th�
consistency of logic.
A question arise� in th� mind at this point. One
ffii^t well ask If In th� very devotion to truth which th�
Hegelians claim to be their motive, ther� might not be era-
ployed inadequate means for Its universal discovery and
valuation. If reason is elevated to the position of sole
arbiter, and by truth is raeant only that which can be tested
by th� judgment alone, it is a virtual abandonment of Christ
ian groung. Faith and reason must b� set In conjunction, not
opposition, before any portion of th� Bible, Including Im
precatory Psalms, may be judged with accuracy.
Th� relationship of faith and reason must be decided
by each individual Christian, However, it must be pointed
out that one of th� dangers of th� elevation of reason to an
unjustified position above faith is a tendency to subjectivism*
This is evidenced by th� conflicting interpretations of both
Hegelian and Form-Critic thinkers, Vlhen ther� are such wide
-^Edwln t.�wls, A Christian Manifesto (lew York:
Abingdon Press, 193il.)7 pTbl^""
~ '
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divergencies of thought and conclusion tn a system as clearly
defined as Hegelian dialectics, it shows the extremes to
which reason alone can be carried. It is granted that there
is room for legitlriate differences in opinion, but on� c^-
not help but feel that these differences ar� exaggerated beyond
their reasonable bounds.
Th� devotion to reason of th� Hegelians has been beiae-
f icial in producing a new evaluation of the Bible, as
witnessed in their Interpretations of th� Imprecatory Psalms.
While not all will agree with these interpretations, a
notable service has been don� in dispensing with a blind ac*
c@ptanc� of the dictates of faith.
Th� majority of Hegelians hav� been sincere seekers
after truth, not desiring to destroy th� Book of faith, but
to make that Book acceptable to the modern mind. It imist be
understood that i^il� som� of their methods, as seen in ,
their interpretations of the Imprecatory Psalms, would de
stroy reverence for portions of the Bible, thes� methods
hav� not been used laallelously. They v/ould affirm that so
far as reverence can be destroyed by criticism, it is Lin-
worthy of reverence. V/hile not all Christians would agree
with this aff irmatlcai, it is readily seen that blind rever
ence may easily degenerate into stifling superstition.
Insofar as th� B�g�lians have legitimately explored th�
Imprecatory Psalms, showing their weaknesses, and their
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possibl� relio;ious uses, a definite service has been rendered.
How legitimate th� Hegelian exploration has been can
not b� decided hj th� author of this study. This is a matter
for the individual. In the light of the facts presented.
The Form-Critic Conclusions. Much of what has been
said above may be applied to th� Porm-Critic conclusions.
While Forsi-Critlcs would reject the Eecelian framework of
historical development, the majority would also base their
conclusions upon an evolutionary framework.
The evolutionary assutaptions of th� Form-Critics are
based upon reason, once again at th� expense of faith. Th�
results of this emphasis upon reason is shown in the assi^m-
ment of pre-exlllo dates for most of the Psalms, in contra-
Giction to th� Hegelian post-exilic dates. The validity of
this contraaictlon is a matter of individual judgment.
Th� Porm-Crltics have performed a genuin� service in
their Interpretation of the Bible. Th� search for th� lif�
situation behind th� literary form has proven to be a fruit
ful means of studying th� Psalms and other portions of the
Bible* While many of the conclusions as to the lif� situa
tion may b� rejectea by many Christians, it is a valid means
of determining much about the Bible, i&�n used with faith and
reason in conjunction,
Th� lif� situation behind the literary forms of th�
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Imprecatory Psalffis Is generally held by the Porm-Crltlc to
be one of priestly activity and ritual worship. The validity
of this might well be questioned by other scholars j but it
does show the Form-Critic belief in the religious origin of
the Psalms. The affirmation of a religious origin for the
Psalms la welcomed by th� same scholars 1^0 would reject the
�xeluBlvely ritualistic assigument of ths origins.
riven as many scholars welcome the Porm-Critic belief
in th� Paalm*8 religious origin, so do they welcome the
stress upon the general religious significance of Old Testa
ment literature, including the Psalms. Evangelical scholars
point out that th� H@g�llan school almost entirely Ignored
the religious significance of these Psalms, While the Porm-
Gritic stress is wBleomod by Evangelicals, there is not
general agreement upon the validity of the conclusions
reached in interpreting this significance.
It Is generally agreed that th� factual observations
about literary forms have value. While some observations
would b� rejected by some scholars as to� subjective, the
majority of these observations may well be studied for added
knowledge In interpreting the Psalms and the Bible as a
>diole�
Analjsis of t^ Zvaapcllaol Conelus lona.
In the constantly shifting frontier of theological
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controversy tiiere Is little real stability of opinion. All
thought �enters about tha preaupoositions held in one's
world-view and philosophy. Tills accusation may bo mads of
th� Liberal and th� Evangelical with equal validity.
However, the Evangelical is especially at fault in
his us� of the presuppositions of philosophy, even a phil
osophy which takes into consideration the supernatural. The
Liberal makes no claims to having a definitely objective
authority. Thus, his reason is his primary guide. The
Kvangelical, on th� other hand, clair?is to have a definite
revelation frcsn God, lAiieh constitutes th� Bible. The Bible
is an objective authority, binding upon his way of life.
Since his way of lif� is so closely interwoven with
th� pronouncements of th� Bible, th� Evangelical feels duty-
bound to defend it. In doing this he is at times guilty of
intellectual dishonesty. This intellectual dishonesty shows
itself in some of the interpretations of th� Imprecatory
Psalms ,
An �xampl� of this may be seen in th� treatment of
Psaltn 109, Her� tti� majority of dvangelicals hold that th�
imprecations of the psalmist are actually th� recitation of
curses by his enemies. The Hebrew does not support this, and
the question arises whether th� interpretation is advanced
merely as a convenient ^^ay of �scaping real difficulty. It
would b� better to face the inprecatioxis squarely, and ex-
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plain them in their real meaning and content than to evade
the issue. Begging the question nevor settles controversy,
and at tines the Evangelicals raight be justly acciiasd of
this practice.
This is not to say that this is an habitual Evangel
ical practice, but it is not a credit to their scholarship
when it occurs. It occurs primarily in reference to the
Evangelical attitude to higher criticism. VAall� one would
not demand the st^render of position vital to theological
belief before definite refutation of that position has been
established, there is a need to recognize valid evidence.
Evangelicals believe in the inspiration of the Bible. Yet
they tend, at times, to be inconsistent in their practice,
for they hold to positions and claims which do not vitally
affect th� Inspiration of the Bible. In relation to the
Imprecatory Psalms, higher criticism has made many valid
observations, l-.hereas the Liberal is too quick to accept
thes� results, and thus tends to be destructive, the Evangel
ical needs to cheek th� tendency to autonatically reject the
results of higher criticism, per se, for he thus tends to be
obstructive.
For thos� who have a genuine regard for the value of
the Scriptures, there is no n��d to be obstructionists, I'h�
Bibl� will always survive destructive attacks, if it is
really the revealed truth of G-od. Scholarship need not be
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destmictlT�, for true toov/ledga sho'oid polish the gems of
the Bible rather than mar thera.
Although this polishing may be destructive In the
eyes of some, when it talces th� foi^ of ejaendation or re
arrangement of th� Psalma, one mtmt not be too quick to
judge th� motive behind it. Evan,c;elieals must reeogniz� that
Liberals ar� influenced by philosophical principles whioh in
themselves deny the literal value of the Bibl�, However,
many of these saia� Liberals vjould defend th� Bible's intrin
sic worth. Although their vieifs of the Scriptures do not
coincid� with Svangelieal vi�ws. Christian charity deraands
that they be given an audience. The problem in s amen tics
1� the inability of words as a form of eoiffiEunication to con
vey the real beliefs of the h@art.
The Svangelioal scholars are to be commended for
their honest efforts to preserve th� integrity of the Bible
as they see it. 'i^hether all will agree with their defense
as it stands, on� mmt give them credit for avoidinr^ th�
dangers of an excess iv� sub jectivisia. Altnough one may not
agree fully with the prlncipl� of an objective authority,
on� is forced to recognize the iriany advantages ii-iierent in
such a view.
Ptoti their defense of the Bibl� as an objective author
ity j the Svangelical scholars hav� obtained many more
principles for daily modern life than have th� Liberals. The
ll|0
doctrine of prajer taiight In these Psalms, as Interprotiiid
by Evangelicals, la valid for today. *lthoagh on� nay not
agree with th� interpretation of the Imprecatory Psalms as
it stands, it must be admitted that it clearly definoa the
dividing line between l�~itiKat� and false prayer. This
might be said of th� majority of the conclusions drawn by
th� Evangelicals. Whether one agrees with th� conclusion
in these is ah is as such. It raight v;ell be applied to modem
life.
The view of sin which the llvangelical position advances
must b� acknoxiTledged as sorely needed for today. Inter
national, national, and individual conscience needs a re
awakening, and if th�se i^'salms will help tn showing th�
exceeding sinfulness of sin, and th� view of God's punishment
of this sin, they beccane legitimate. The dividing line be
tween pragmatism and inspiration mcust be decided by th�
Individual} this worthy aspect cannot be denied.
Th� conclusions which would apply th� m.orality of
thes� ^salms to the present day, as in use of prayer and a
renewed moral consciousness would seem to be valid. Th�
Evangelical scholars are to be coBsnended, on the whole, for
preserving the line between Christian morality and th� moral
ity of th� Mosaic law. Insofar as the Bvan.relicals recognize
th� inheraat difference between these two moral codes, and
would accept the Mosaic law only as it accords with Christ-
iaiilty�s law or love, -r^ne accor
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